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PARTNER’S PANORAMA
Having been asked to write Partner’s
Panorama and having since laboured at it, I
have renewed respect for writers of leaders in
The Times and like essayists. How on earth
does one attempt to develop a serious theme in
a relatively light-hearted fashion without either
sounding facile, pompous or downright dull? I
by
can now quote first hand experience
throwing numberless gems of literary talent
into the wpb!
In any case why choose this particular
author? I surmise that it may have something to
besides the Queen’s
do with Jubilee Year
Accession, 1952 saw the founding of the Firm
in Hong Kong and I was one of the more junior
founding members. The story began in August,
1952, when Guthlac Wilson and Henry Grace
visited Hong Kong and were invited to report
on the development of Kai Tak Airport.
Hong Kong Office was founded during the
first ten days of November, 1952. First there
was Henry Grace, then Geoffrey Williams,
followed by Roger Whiting and myself (we flew
out together on Guy Fawkes Night) and finally
Peter Lumb and David Coffey. John Henry
joined us just before Christmas whilst Michael
Guilford brought up the rear in February, 1953.
Henry Grace and John Henry transferred from
Nyasaland, as it was then, and David Coffey
arrived fresh from Trinity College, Dublin,
whilst the rest of us came from 47 Victoria
Street. It is notable that of the eight names
mentioned, six of them have continued with
the Firm throughout the past quarter of a
century. Peter Lumb left us in 1954 to join
Hong Kong University where he is now a pro
fessor in the Civil Engineering Department,
whilst David Coffey left us only in 1970.
I could wax eloquent about those early days
in Hong Kong but will resist the temptation
except to say that it is a very different place
now! Since those early days the fortunes of the
Hong Kong Firm have varied but viewed
broadly it has been a story of continuous
like the Colony itself which has
growth
almost doubled its population during the past
twenty five years. Having spent two periods in
the Colony, totalling up to half of my working
life, I am proud to have been associated with
the Firm’s efforts there.
—
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The Greta Bridge, Keswick Northern By-Pass, A66.
Designed by SWK. Contractor-Tarmac Construction Ltd.
Highly Commended by the Concrete Society

—

—

Some of the outstanding jobs handled or
being handled by the Firm in Hong Kong are
Kai Tak Airport Development, Plover Cove
Dams (in association with Binnie & Partners),
the Cross-Harbour Tunnel (in association with
Freeman Fox and Partners), Kwai Chung Con
tainer Terminal berths and New Towns at
Tuen Mun and Tsuen Wan.
1977 is a watershed in the history of the
Firm. With the retirement of Henry Grace the
Firm no longer counts among its leadership any
of the partners at the time of the merger to
form Scott & Wilson, Kirkpatrick & Partners in
1954. Furthermore the number of partners in
the UK has been dramatically increased. These
changes all need to be assimilated.
One important change is that whereas in the
past there was a generation gap between the
leadership in the UK and that overseas this is no
longer the case. Originally the overseas offices
were satellites whereas now they may be said to
have come of age. Whilst the UK Firm by virtue
of its situation alone will always hold a special
position, all the Firms have an equally important
part to play in the worldwide group of Firms.
This fact is generally accepted and senior
partners worldwide are actively working at the
concept of an international partnership which
gives practical expression to the idea of equality
of regional partnerships under a truly inter
national leadership. This task is not easy for,
whereas it is a simple matter to propound a
generality, the complexities of the detail to. be
sorted out are forbidding and will require co
operation and considerable give-and-take from
everyone involved.
You may have noticed that I tend to talk of
‘the Firm’ when it is fairly obvious that I am
referring to more than just the UK Firm. Many
of us have always thought of ourselves as
members of ‘SWK the World’ and to that extent
the idea of an’ international partnership is
nothing new. However, such idealism is not
sufficient when the number of staff worldwide
grows to almost one thousand. Regrettably but
inevitably some degree of codification is now
necessary.
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I will now turn to another change that is
overtaking the Firm. So far! have been referring
to the inevitable growth of bureaucracy (I used
above the euphemistic ‘codification’) within a
growing organisation but it is worth while
looking at the problem of bureaucracy outwith
the Firm. The former is regrettable but con
trollable but the latter is often virtually uncon
trollable and is often hostile to the ideals of
impartiality and
consulting engineers
independence. These two ideals are funda
mental and must be guarded jealously. Anyone
who has worked abroad will have discovered
that British Consulting Engineers are held in
high esteem because of their impartiality and
independence. Bureaucracy with its insistence
on the lowest tender and its general preference
for mediocrity makes adherence to such ideals a
disadvantage in the short term. However we
and
intend to be a long-term organisation!
so must look for the long-term advantage. This
we can only do by proving to the bureaucrats
wherever they may be that in the end our
principles of impartiality and independence are
worth paying for and in the final reckoning cost
no more than if they are eschewed.
The strength of our Firm worldwide has
been that it is a banding together of a team of
people who generally enjoy working together
towards a common aim and so long as this
continues it will weather setbacks and over
come the obstacles that stand in its path.
I will conclude by conducting a brief review
of events since the last Partner’s Panorama
twelve months ago.
—

—

This time last year the UK Firm was in the
middle of an eighteen month period during
which virtually no staff were recruited for the
except for half-a-dozen AUA’s
UK Offices
direct from University. The recession was
seriously affecting investment in construction
in the UK but thankfully we did not have to
resort to redundancy as a result of lack of work.
The situation as we approach mid-1977 is
markedly healthier. Certainly conditions in the
UK are still difficult and large commissions few
and far between but overseas work coming to
the UK Firm
either direct or through the
is now more plentiful
overseas partnerships
and we are again in the happy position of
recruiting staff for the UK.
Overseas the situation seems to have been
consistently healthy -and in most places the
various partnerships seem to have gone from
strength to strength. Certainly the staff require
ments for overseas that we handle in UK have
broken all previous records over the past twelve
months.
Finally I wish a happy retirement to Hemy
Grace, John Heniy, ‘Lish’ and Jack Redston.
They will all be missed. I am sure that their
retirement will be referred to elsewhere in this
issue of “Pontifact”, but I cannot resist briefly
Miss Lishmund. For one
mentioning ‘Lish’
thing she is one of my earliest memories of the
Firm as she peered out of the little window to
her room which looked out on the Partners’
far more important
corridor in ‘47’ and
she was such a good friend to so many members
particularly when they were in
of the staff
need of help.
K.A.P.

RETIREMENT OF MR. H. GRACE

—

—

—

—

—

—

Henry Grace retired as a Partner of the UK
Firm on the 31st December, 1976, and at the
same time relinquished his Directorship of
Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company and Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland). On
his retirement he was retained as a Senior
Consultant to the UK Partnership and as a
Consultant to the Hong Kong and African
Partnerships.
Henry Grace graduated from Bristol in 1933
and for the next five years he was involved in
water supply, drainage and earth dam design.
In 1938, with the award of a Robert Blair
Fellowship by the LCC, he took a year off to
study soil mechanics and foundation engineering
at Harvard. This was a significant year
not
only did he meet his future wife who has then a
student at Radcliffe College, the women’s
equivalent of Harvard, but a fellow student on
the course was Guthlac Wilson and their pro
fessors were Terzaghi and Casagrande. These
were pioneering days for Soils Mechanics and
Terzaghi and Casagrande were the leading
pioneers. Out of this year’s course stemmed the
Firm’s subsequent emphasis on the application
of Soil Mechanics.
With the outbreak of the Second World War
Henry Grace returned to the UK and until 1942
was involved in the design and supervision of
construction of Royal Ordnance Factories.
Miracles were demanded and miracles were
wrought and it must almost have been a relief
to take up a commission in the Royal Air
Force. One of his first tasks while serving with
—

the RAF was to organise a course for RAF
Officers on Airfield Construction. This was
done with the help of the Director of the Road
Research Laboratory, Dr. William Glanville,
later Sir William Glanville, who was a personal
friend of W.L. Scott. Henry Grace arranged for
a record of the course to be kept which was
later published by the Stationery Office in a
book entitled “Soils, Concrete & Bituminous
Materials”. This was for many years the only
British publication on Soil Mechanics and was
only superseded in 1952 by “Soil Mechanics for
Road Engineers” which contains in the fore
word a reference to the original record of the
Course on Airfield Construction from which it
evolved. It was during this period that Henry
Grace met John Henry. From this meeting a
friendship developed which has had a marked
effect on the development of our Firm in the
years since the 1939-45 war.
In 1945 Guthiac Wilson together with W.L.
Scott had formed Scott andWilson, and Henry
Grace joined them in 1946 as Senior Engineer.
In 1948 he set off, newly married, to Nyasaland
(now Malawi) where he set up the Firm’s first
Overseas Office and was responsible for Blantyre
Airport, Mudi Dam and nearly 200 kilometres
of low cost roads. In 1950 he was taken into
partnership by Guthiac Wilson after the death
of W.L. Scott and in 1952 left Nyasaland and
went on to set up the second overseas office in
Hong Kong. There he was responsible for the
planning and design of Hong Kong Airport.
While in Hong Kong he organised Post Graduate
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Fellowships for selected members of the Staff.
John Sutton, who was the first recipient, spent
a year in the United States studying Soil
Mechanics at Princeton. He was soon followed
by Stanley Elliott at Harvard and Roy Hodgen
at Yale. Since then many of the partners and
key personnel have undertaken a full year’s
post graduate study either in the United States
or this country. The scheme proved so success
ful that it eventually evolved into the Scott,
Wilson and Kirkpatrick Fellowships for which
any member of the staff can now apply.
Henry Grace returned to the UK in 1955,
some time after the tragic death of Guthiac,
Wilson. Since then he has specialised in airports,
roads and dams but possibly his outstanding
contributions to the development of the Firm
have been his involvement in work overseas and
the introduction of Transportation Planning as
an important discipline in the Firm. He has
been responsible for or has been closely involved
with the setting up of all the Overseas Firms
and Offices now operating with the exception
of Oman, Ghana and the Philippines.
For many years he has been a Director on

the Board of the International Road Federation
and has been keenly interested in basic civil
engineering works in developing countries.
No account of Henry’s activities would be
complete without reference to his wife, Ann,
who accompanied him to Nyasaland in 1948
and has since travelled extensively with him
sharing the varied fortunes inherent in deve
loping an international practice.
Henry lists his hobbies as golf, listening to
classical music, photography, skiing, moun
taineering and dabbling in archaeology but it is
hard to see how they are fitted in to such an
active life. The breadth of his interests is
perhaps reflected in the varied interests of his
children
Christopher is deep in the heart of
Brazil in charge of a 19,000 acre ranch, Peter
graduated from Bristol as a Civil Engineer last
year and is now with Binnie & Partners, Ann is
at Sussex University studying Social Athro
pology whilst Siobhan is working towards ‘0’
levels.
Retirement is maybe the wrong word to
apply to Henry and Ann!

AND THE RETIREMENT OF MR. J.K.M. HENRY

—

The firm’s Branch Office in Vipya, Nyasaland, in 1949. Reading from left to right
M. D. Houghton Brown, J. K. M. Henry, 1. McEwan, Henry Grace and C. W. English.

John Henry retired from the UK Partnership
on the 31st December, 1976, and at the same
time relinquished his Directorship of Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company and Scott
Wilson Kirkpatrick & Company (Scotland). On
his retirement he was retained as a Senior Con
sultant to the UK Partnership.
John Henry graduated from Trinity College,
Dublin, in 1939 and began his professional
career as an Assistant Engineer with Tarmac. He
has been heard to tell young engineers,
impatient for advancement, how he spent the
first year of the war in Lincolnshire driving pegs
into the ground and nails into the pegs to give
lines and levels for one of the first concrete
bomber airfields to be built in the UK.
After this apparently unprofitable and
unending task, he switched to the field of con
sulting engineers, joining Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick
& Partners as Assistant Engineer. He was mainly
engaged on the design of marine works including
a steel ship caisson for the Commercial Dry
Dock at Cardiff.
Early in 1943 he joined the Royal Air Force
and for the next three to four years was
engaged on the construction of military air
fields in Europe and the Far East. It was during
this period that he met Henry Grace, and they
worked together on several projects, notably on
a new civil airport for Hong Kong. This scheme
was turned down by the authorities in London
on the grounds of the mountainous topography,
and Messrs. Grace and Henry turned their
attention to testing the behaviour of the local

soils. These were mainly decomposed granite
and were widely tested and used in the course
of our future work in the Colony.
John Henry was demobilised at the end of
1946 and, after rejoining Sir Cyril Kirkpatrick
Partners for a period, he accepted an invitation
to establish a course in soil mechanics at Trinity
College, Dublin. This he did, but prospects for
any private work in his native country were not
promising, and he gladly accepted an offer from
Henry Grace to join Messrs. Scott & Wilson in
their new road and airport work in Nyasaland.
He was appointed Chief Assistant in charge of
this work, and at the end of 1952 he was
transferred to Hong Kong for work on the new
airport. It is interesting to note that Henry
Grace and John Henry worked together on a
scheme for a new airport in 1946, when they
were still in the RAF, and when this fell
through good fortune brought them together to
tackle this problem afresh.
Another point of interest is that John first
introduced Mr. Hawkey (Kirkpatrick) to Mr.
Measor and Mr. Grace (Scott and Wilson) and
so to some extent was instrumental in the
amalgamation of the two firms in 1954.
In 1955 John Henry took over from Henry
Grace as partner in Hong Kong and by the time
he returned to the UK in 1960 he had seen the
new Hong Kong Airport opened to air traffic
one of the most successful projects that the
on time and within
Firm has carried out
budget.
On his return to the UK John took charge of
—

—
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a steel ship caisson for the Commercial Dry
Dock at Cardiff.
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was turned down by the authorities in London
on the grounds of the mountainous topography,
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soils. These were mainly decomposed granite
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In 1955 John Henry took over from Henry
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new Hong Kong Airport opened to air traffic
one of the most successful projects that the
on time and within
Firm has carried out
budget.
On his return to the UK John took charge of
—
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the Firm’s work on rural motorways and other
high capacity roads and became a Partner in the
UK in 1966. His outstanding achievement was
to mastermind the M6 Motorway between
Lancaster and Penrith. This stretch of motor
way passes through the Lake District and the
engineering was executed with such sympathy
for its environment that it gained a Civic Trust
Award. Although the carrying out of such a
large scheme must be the result of teamwork,
John’s personal supervision was imprinted on
all aspects of the project.

9
His hobbies have been golf and latterly
gardening. A matter of some pride to John is
the progress of his three sons, Stephen, Michael
and Brian, who are all at Oxford University.
Stepehn gained an Open Scholarship in the
English Language whilst Michael and Brian are
both studying Philosophy and Psychology.
All members of SWK in all the Partnerships
will want to wish Henry and Ann and John a
long and happy retirement.
—

—

MISS ‘LISH’ RETIRES

On the 17th January, 1977, the Partners were pleased to announce that Ken Innes had
been taken into Partnership as from the 1st January, 1977, and we know that his many
friends and colleagues will wish to join us in wishing him every success for the future.

K.W. INNES
Ken Innes joined the Firm in 1954 having
graduated with First Class Honours at Bristol
University and since then he has worked on a
variety of projects, including the Shell Centre,
St Andrews University, York University, the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst and the
Ronan Point Collapse Inquiry. He has also
been associated with Computer Aided Design
for road works and surveying, and with a
number of Civil Engineering projects including
the Hong Kong Cross-Harbour Tunnel, Nuclear
Power Stations and a feasibility study for the
re-planning of Whitehall. For the past 12 years
he has travelled extensively on the Firm’s

business in the Far East and South-East Asia.
Ken became an Associate of the London
Firm in 1972. In January 1974 he became the
Resident Partner of a newly formed Partnership
in Singapore dealing in particular with the
Orchard Square Development project, which
incorporated a 55-storey tower block.
Late in 1976 he returned to London, and
was appointed a Partner on 1st January 1977.
Since then his main work has been on the
European Investment Bank in Luxembourg.
He became a Director of Scott Houghton in
March 1977.

When directed by the Ministry of Labour to
be Dr. Wilson’s secretary in 1945, Elsie
Lishmund also became telephone operator,
salaries clerk, drawing folder, bending schedule
typer (they were typed by humans in those
days, not computers), tea maker and general
factotum. This so incensed her that she stayed
for 31 years,and became a byword for resource
fulness and incredible energy. A cartoon in one
of the earliest Pontifacts, showing a slamming
door and flying papers, was captioned “That’s
Lish, that was!”.
After Dr. Wilson’s unfortunate death in
1953, she became secretary to Mr. Grace in
1955 and remained so until their simultaneous
retirement in December last.
During these years she saw the firm grow to
many times its original size by amalgamation
and expansion and had, of course, an encyclo
paedic knowledge of both the U.K. and various
overseas firms. But her interest extended
beyond this to the staff and their families, and I
think her dislike of the present large numbers

stemmed largely from her inability to get to
know all of them as she would have liked.
Although educated in a convent school, she
was by no means strait-laced, and once con
fessed she had given up smoking after setting
fire to her office with a cigarette end.
At her retirement “sherry party”, Miss
Lishmund was presented with two books and a
substantial cheque from the staff, and was also
told she would be going on a protracted tour of
all the overseas Firms as a guest of various
Partnerships to show their appreciation of the
work she had put in on their behalf, and the
very personal affection which they had for her.
If this sounds a bit like an obituary, perhaps
it is because I feel that, with Miss Lishmund’s
retirement, an irreplaceable part of the Firm’s
spirit has passed forever.
We all wish her a long, happy and un
doubtedly active retirement, and hope to see
her as often as possible.

Cohn Smith
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FLYING SOIL AT CAMBRIDGE

by Robert Mair

RETIREMENT OF JACK REDSTON

Jack Redston reached retirement age at the
end of last year and it is with much regret that
we see him go. He joined the Firm as a chauf
feur in 1962, his principal duties being to drive
Mr. Grace and Mr. Hawkey as and where
required. Before working for us, Jack served in
the forces as a truck driver in the European
Zone. On return to civilian life he became a
chauffeur for a businessman with a Bentley in
the Oxford Street area. One of the reasons
prompting Jack to join our Firm was that it was
far removed from Oxford Street and traffic
congestion would be less. Little did any of us
know that within 5 years we ourselves should
have moved to Winsley Street, in the very heart
of the Oxford Street area! In those 5 years the
position for private cars in that area had
become more complex with traffic wardens,
restrictidns on parking and car use, reduction in
road width and other management techniques.
On top of these the sheer volume of traffic
made driving more frustrating. The move to
Basingstoke seven years later was a greater relief
to Jack than to the majority of the staff and he
managed to take the changes philosophically,
bringing to bear on them a cheerful and deter-

mined nature and the technical expertise of a
fast and safe driver.
Jack was frequently required to undertake
long and out-of-hours commissions often at
short notice or at night, and no matter how
tiring they might be he never complained. He
was always most unselfish, willing and good fun
as a travelling companion. We shall miss his
laugh and his mouthorgan.
It is a great sadness to Jack that for some
time past his wife has not been well. They both
deserve a happy retirement and we all wish that
they may enjoy happiness and good health. The
youngest member of the Redston family, young
John Patrick, is a lively lad, and we all hope
that he may follow in his grandfather’s foot
steps.
JKMH
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Construction of the centrifugal pit at Cambridge
It might be thought that University life
would be pure and tranquil after Hong Kong
and its problems of 60,000 tonne container
ships hitting partially completed quay struc
tures. This might have been true, were it not for
the presence of a demon device lurking beneath
Cambridge’s green pastures. In the Cambridge
Geotechnical Centrifuge, when a block of soil
in a package weighing nearly a tonne is being
accelerated at speeds in excess of 100 km/hr,
the energy released in the event of a structural
failure could be well in excess of that associated
with the berthing of even the largest of con
tainer ships.
During the last decade, there has been a
considerable increase in tunnelling works,
especially in urban areas; the disruption arising
from installation at the ground surface of, for
example, a new road scheme or a sewage net
work could be sufficient to make a tunnelling
scheme more attractive, from both economic
and
environmental
considerations.
The

Department of the Environment has predicted
that some 6500 kiometres of tunnel will be
constructed in the U.K. alone by the end of the
century.
When tunnels are driven through rocks and
other competent materials, the face, roof and
walls are all likely to be stable without support
(although local discontinuities in the rock mass
may cause detachment of rock blocks). A soft
ground tunnel may be defined as one driven in
soil which will be unstable or only marginally
stable if it were unsupported. Soft ground in
this context does not generally occur at great
depths and consequently soft ground tunnels
will usually be shallow. An important feature of
shallow tunnels is that they are sufficiently
close to the ground surface that their construc
tion may cause significant surface deformations,
thereby inducing distress in structures and
services.
A major difficulty encountered by engineers
at present is that there are no rational design
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methods available for proper assessment of the
soil support required in the vicinity of the
excavated tunnel face to maintain stability and
control ground settlement. With a view to
developing suitable design techniques, a research
contract has been awarded to the Engineering
Department of Cambridge University by the
Transport and Road Research Laboratory; in
conjunction with field measurements at various
tunnel sites, the study is primarily concerned
with investigating the mechanics of tunnel
deformation during construction.
For obvious reasons, it is rarely practicable
to monitor a disastrous failure of a full-scale
tunnel closely and therefore scale models in the
laboratory are resorted to for examining collapse
behaviour. In many problems of soil mechanics,
the most significant force is the soil’s own
weight, which is often the primary cause of
failure of such civil engineering structures as
earth dams, embankments, slopes, deep excava
tions and tunnels. The difficulty with a small
laboratory model of, say, an earth dam is that it
it is so small that its weight is insignificant; the
only way of causing its collapse would be to
place artificial loads on top of the model, which
would clearly be far from reality. However, if
we were to build a scale model of an earth dam
(using the same soil as used in the field) which
is, say, 1/100 th of the size of the full scale
dam, then identical conditions between he
model and the prototype dam can be achieved
by subjecting the model to 100 times earth’s
gravity, i.e. by accelerating it to 100 g. Any
deformations in the model dam are then caused
only by the self-weight of the dam, just as in
the field.
The sensation of being flung outwards when
cornering rapidly in a car is a familiar experience
and it is this centrifugal principle that ‘is used to
accelerate soil models; a model can be subjected
to large accelerations by rotating it at high
speed at the end of a rotor in a centrifuge.
Suppose a model embankment were to be
subjected to 140 times gravity in a centrifuge
and after 80 minutes the top of the embank
ment had subsided by 5 millimetres: simple
application of the modelling laws would predict
that the top of the full-scale embankment
would subside by 140 x 5 millimetres 0.7

metres and it would take 1402 x 80 minutes
(i.e. about 3 years) to do so. In civil engineering
practice, the theoretical work necessary to
make such a prediction with a good degree of
certainty is often formidable; the possibility of
taking a large sample of soil, forming a model,
directly observing the movements in a centri
fuge test and applying the ‘modelling laws
provides a new and attractive design aid for the
engineer.
Centrifugal model testing was first developed
in the U.S.S.R. and the technique has been used
as a design tool by the Soviets for many years
for a variety of geotechnical problems. The use
of the centrifuge in the West has been
pioneered by Andrew Schofield, who worked
for SWK in Malawi from 1951.4 and is now
Professor of Soil Mechanics at Cambridge.
The Cambridge Geotechnical Centrifuge has
been designed and built by the University
Engineering Department. For safety reasons,
the 8-metre diameter centrifuge rotor is housed
in an underground pit, which is 3 metres deep
and 14 metres in diameter. The one metre thick
reinforced concrete walls of the pit were
formed by the diaphragm wall technique and
the civil engineering construction provided an
unusual and welcome change in role for the
academics, who found themselves engrossed in
specifications and contractual problems. The
power consumed by the electric motor driving
the centrifuge makes even Hong Kong airconditioning bills appear insignificant. Dedicated
ecologists might be concerned to learn of the
influence of the centrifuge on our eco-system:
its orientation is such that the speed of rotation
of the earth is slowed whenever a Cambridge
centrifuge test is started and, for a typical 12
hour test, the real time lost during that period
perhaps we will
amounts to 10.28 seconds
yet be seeing a midnight sun?
Since completion, the centrifuge has been
used extensively: investigations have been
carried out on such problems as embankment
stability, flood protection schemes, liquefaction
flow slides, stability of coal tips, retaining walls
and buried pipes. Samples of sensitive clay have
been flown from Canada for a study of slope
stability problems. Future studies are planned
to investigate dynamic problems relating to
—

(continued on page 61)

BASINGSTOKE
Winter was slowly giving way to Spring, days
were getting longer, dawns earlier, days warmer.
The Basing Viewers were just emerging from
their semi-hibernation when
what was
this? A request for news for a Summer
Pontifact? From Hong Kong? By when? They
must be joking! Ah well, here goes.
Scott House has experienced its accustomed
ebb and flow of personnel over the past
months, although some sections seem to have
experienced more of the former and very little
of the latter, and unrepeatable apocryphal
tales of efforts to recruit more indians abound.
Planning Section in particular looks like
Southampton city centre on last year’s Cup
Final Day; after the departure of Gillian
Brunskill, Geoff French, Colin Sherwood and
John Stamper to Hong Kong any engineer
passing through the section at less than 8 km/hr
is liable to be hijacked and either chained to a
desk or transported to some far-off town to
count cars, trucks, bicycles or pedestrians.
However as part of the flow Anne Johnstone
has joined the Firm from the public relations
department of British Home Stores to assist
Morris Hopkins in improving the Firm’s cor
porate image. Filing units, desks and screens
also seem to have been caught up in tidal
movements as Sections expand or contract and
jobs blossom or fade. How long will it be before
a Senior Engineer, too engrossed in his work to
notice Ted Cox’s moving activities, becomes
incarcerated forever by his files? All this has
been accompanied by the appearance of names
atop bookcases. Direction signs have also
appeared around the building, including one on
the third floor which directs those seeking the
Roads Section vertically upwards! A similar if
more appropriate upward-pointing arrow on the
first floor directs visitors to Airports Section;
however rumour has it that George Turner has
taken it all too literally, has moved upstairs to
Civils Section on the third floor and is currently
designing open channels large enough to accom
modate flying boats.
It has been said that an army marches on its
stomach. New arrangements with the Berk
House restaurant have led us to believe that this
.

.

.

.

is also true of SWK engineers. Lunchtime sees
little groups of people besieging Julie at the
reception desk and then rushing Eastwards
along Basing View. Will it be possible to beat
the Soils Section contingent by cutting through
the underground car park and running up the
stairs while they walk sedately up the pedestrian
ramp to the first floor? What will be on the
menu today? And even if the Berkfare fails to
satisfy there is always the stock of goodies by
Betty’s side on the first floor of Scott House. In
fact, facilities for feeding the inner man (and
woman) have improved so much that the
Woolies bun run is no more.
On a more personal note, congratulations to
Ganesh Pendse on gaining the Civils Higher
Technician Certificate, to Don Dudeney on
being elected to Associateship of the Institute
of Arbitrators and to Andrew Scott on being
elected MICE. David Monteith has also been
elected MICE but has left the ranks of the SWK
bachelors by marrying Lesley Stuart. Probir Sen
has resigned from the aforesaid ranks by
marrying Rangana Roy
did his newly
acquired MSc in Management studies from the
London School of Economics persuade him
that two could live as cheaply as one? Mike Le
Gouais has obtained an MSc in Irrigation
Engineering from Southampton University
we could have used his newly acquired know
ledge in our gardens last summer! Geoff Moore
also reports that lain Calder married Susan
Williams, but he strongly denies running a
marriage bureau. Peter Berry has married
Gunnel Smide and is busy banishing death
watch beetle from their newly acquired period
home in Farnham. Congratulations also to Clive
and Meg Green on the birth of their son
Alexander Mark, to Richard and Gloria Parker
on the birth of Sarah, to Paul and Bernadette
Gray on the birth of Nathalie Georgina, and to
Allen and Jan Flatman on the birth of Helen
Elizabeth. Appeals for news of births also
resulted in Peter Bentall announcing the arrival
of the Overseas Roads Section but, on con
sideration, this was considered to be more of a
reincarnation!
The Basing Viewers
—

—
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—

—
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STAFFORD
Considering that there has been site activity
on the Stafford Inner Relief Road since 1st
March 1976 it is perhaps appropriate that the
first Newsletter froin here should be published
in the Hong Kong edition, as our attitude of
protracted silence has a ring of oriental inscrut
ability. Rumours however have been rife and
speakers at Scott House Lunchtime Seminars
have been known to be pestered for infor
“what’s the matter with the
mation such as
piling at Stafford?”. O.K. so we all have our
problems
but then Stafford Inner Relief
Road is no ordinary Inner Relief Road as not
only is it open to question as to what it actually
“relieves”, but the selected route crosses what
must rank as a contender for the worst pocket
of bad ground in England, and for an ex-resident
of the Lake District to make such a claim
then you can rest assured it is bad! Nevertheless
nothing ventured, nothing gained and despite
a number of fairly severe setbacks we do seem
to be winning and the spirits of the marsh are
succumbing to the combined forces of superior
knowledge and dogged persistence.
Without wishing to bore the uninitiated with
technical jargon let it suffice to say that the
concept involved has been to ‘float’ an access
road on the surface of the marsh and surcharge
it to produce sufficient stability to drive piles
and then construct concrete slabs of up to
200 tonnes weight which when sufficiently
strong can be jacked up and connected to the
piles to form a low level elevated road. As well
as the usual criteria the new road has to cater
for a rather special abnormal load requirement
from G.E.C. Ltd who propose to manufacture
and transport by road transformer units up to
600 tonnes weight. Such a juggernaut relies
on an air cushion to prevent it buckling every
bridge and culvert on its journey, not to
mention its 6.5m width and 71.0 metre total
articulated length. G.E.C. at present operate a
baby brother to this device which tips the scales
at a mere 420 tonnes and has a length of only
50 metres. Abnormal load enthusiasts have
been known to rise from their beds at un
civilised hours to witness the passage of this
monstrosity and I have been assured that the
effort was well worth it.
—

—

—

—

Ivi-€,Lrt1

Chris Fitt (ex Ouse Bridge) arrived here on
1st March 1976 as Resident Engineer along
with Alan Brookes (ex Kenya) as S.A.R.E.
Roads and Cyril Hudson (ex Teeside Parkway)
as I.O.W. Within a month or so the site team
had been joined by John Orchard (ex Ouse
Bridge) as S.A.R.E. Structures, Hywel Thomas
and Bill Buckhust (ex Scott House) as A.R.E.’S,
Tom Short (e’5c Ouse Bridge) and Peter Cosgrave
(ex Kendal Link) as I.O.W.’S and Bobby
McCreight (ex Belfast) as Measurement
Technician.
New recruits to S.W.K. are David Grain (ex
Midlands R.C.U.) as S.A.R.E. Mesurement,
Fred Bray (ex Staffordshire ‘County Council)
as Liaison and Public Relations officer and Mrs.
Barbara Sleight who has undertaken the joint
role of Secretary and Receptionist.
Since the Contract started we have had Brian
Shorter here for 6 months (now at Scunthorpe)
and two changes of Measurement Technician.
Bobby McCreight returning to Northern Ireland,
being replaced by Ian Douglas who has just
recently left us to return to College. His place
in turn has been taken by Clifford Jones (ex
Teeside Parkway).
The 1976 Heatwave heralded the arrival of a
son and heir to John and Jenny Orchard.
Master Timothy James however is unlikely to
be familiar enough with C.P. 2004 in time to be
of much assistance in our present enterprise.
Since this Contract is being undertaken
within the County town under the uncomfort
ably close scrutiny of both County and Borough
Councils
not to mention the somewhat
parochially minded inhabitants, a great deal is
being learned about diplomacy as well as
Engineering
such as the art of being “out”,
and the cultivated expression of surprised
ignorance.
Such a plethora of local government has
meant also a seemingly endless stream of
visitors to the site. Even a small entrance fee
would have paid for the Christmas Party! As
well as all these outsiders we have had several
visits from A.S. McDermott (Project Director)
and Jimmy James, and other visitors have
included G.M.J. Wffliams with S.G. Elliott and
J.K.M. Henry, the latter including us in his U.K.
farewell tour.
C.R. Fitt
—

—
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KESWIC K
Keswick Northern Bypass was opened to
traffic on 27th August, 1976, with all the
ceremony expected from a young fresh-faced
Cumbrian policeman. After many trials and
tribulations the Greta Bridge was completed,
and although much work on the Bypass remains
outstanding the maintenance period is twothirds over. We eagerly await the 1977 Bank
Holidays to see how our new road copies with
heavy traffic, though being one in a series of
A66 improvements between Penrith and
Workington it will be some time before we see
what percentage of ‘heavies’ are persuaded to
take the M6-A66 route rather than A 591
through the heart of the Lake District.
Our staff is being run down, and will soon be
the mere skeleton required to see the job
through to final hand-over. Brian Cooke expects
to depart within a month. Andy Keiham expects
to go East, but is not yet sure whether Muscat
or Scunthorpe is the terminus. Mike Leathers

we hear (from him) is already running the
Scunthorpe Southern Bypass Contract. Others
have departed some time ago, including Stuart
Mawer to Jordan and David Milne to seek his
fortune in the North Sea Oil Rush.
In the absence of any personal news from
Keswick staff, the writer with all due modesty
records his success in winning the 1977 West
morland County Contract Bridge Individual
Championship and signifies a willingness to fill
his cup with a suitable beverage to be shared
with any 3 visitors prepared to sit down at the
green baize for a few rounds. Oh, and mention
must be made of Andy Kellam’s nomination by
the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors to
help provide and guard against pre-ignition
material for the beacon atop Skiddaw which
was lit to celebrate the Silver Jubilee in June.
Need we ask why tractor and trailer dayworks
were excessive then?
Mike Heddon

KENDAL
S.W.K. Kendal passed peacefully away on Tuesday, 31st May, 1977 after a presence of
eighteen years. Memorial service on Jeffrey’s Mount, Tebay, sometime, for those fit enough to
make the climb. No flowers. Donations to Save the Keswick Office funds.

GRETA BRIDGE
You may have read in the June issue of
CONCRETE the award of a “Highly Commend
ed” accolade by the Concrete Society to Greta
Bridge.
The bridge was conceived by John Measor
who was the Senior Engineer responsible for
the bridges on the Keswick Northern Bypass.
As many of you will remember, John died very
tragically at the end of January 1974, i.e. just
after the start of the construction contract.
Thus this award by the Concrete Society is a
fine posthumous tribute to John and we feel
sure that we, who were associated with the
project, and his family, will feel that this award
is a just recognition of John both as a man and
as an Engineer.
The bridge is located in the Lake District
National Park in an area of outstanding natural

beauty where the Greta River has eroded a wide,
highly asymmetric gorge. The grandeur of the
site has always been recognised and when the
design was started the North Western Road
Construction Unit of the Departnient of the
Environment and the Department of the
Environment’s Landscaping Advisory Com
mittee stated that the aesthetics of the bridge
was an extremely important matter to be taken
into account.
Extensive use was made of a perspective
drawing computer program to arrive at the
most satisfactory aesthetic solution. A perspec
tive scene was created by entering topographical
data into our perspective computer program.
To this environment, montages were added of
10 bridge schemes with varying spans and shapes
and these were coloured to assist in inter-

pretation.
From the 10 schemes prepared the present
scheme was recommended to the Client, the
North Western Road Construction Unit of the
Department of the Environment, as being
outstanding and after some discussion was
accepted by the Client.
A Public Inquiry was held in the beginning
of 1972. For this a model was made to a scale
of 1 m 500 so as to relate the route to the
topography. The route was finally approved in
December, 1972, and construction started
about a year later.
The bridge is 220m long (consisting of 4
spans of 45m, 47.5m, 54.5m and 73m) and
carries the 2-lane dual carriageway road on a
single superstructure 22m wide located 34m
above the level of the river. The deck is a 4-cell

insitu cast post-tensioned prestressed concrete
construction. Because of its length, the bridge
was built in 4 stages and couplers are incor
porated to provide continuity of prestressing
•between stages. The structural depth of the
deck varies within the range 1 .8m to 6.3m.
The prestressing system used was the CCL
Multiforce System of 31 / 13 superstrand.
In designing the permanent and temporary
works, particular care was taken to ensure that
the existing natural features were maintained as
far as possible and local amenities were not
jeopardised.
The contract started on 2nd January, 1974,
and was completed on 27th August, 1976.
The Contractor was Tarmac Construction
Limited.
Tee Pemba
(see frontispiece)

STOCKPORT
The indecision in the latter months of 1976
and the early part of 1977 over the future of
Manchester-Sheffield (Longdendale) New Route
was broken by the release of a Ministerial Press
Notice in mid-February to the effect that
proposals for a new road linking ManchesterSheffield through Peak Park would not proceed.
The regional office at Petersgate, Stockport,
which opened in April 1973 for the specific
purpose of preparing an Interim Firm Pro
gramme Report (later Technical Appraisal
Report) for the scheme, had been earlier vacated
as an economic measure. Thus it was a rather
unsettling Christmas and New Year period for
the few remaining staff who faced either
temporary or long-term transfer to alternative
locations or sadly, for secretarial and non
technical staff redundancy.
As an interim measure, pending a clear-cut
future policy, Gordon Forrest and John Sutton
withdrew to their respective home addresses
suitably adapted to provide a working environ
ment. John complete with a newly installed
Plessey Facsimile machine, which allows the
transmission of written material and sketches
with the aid of a telephone link, ostensibly to
provide a rapid consulting service for the

numerous jobs with which he is involved. Peter
Knowles remained attached to ‘Stockport’ until
his departure to Malawi where he has taken up
the position as Resident Engineer on the
Lilongwe Airport project.
The remaining Engineers, Malcolm Collison
and Phil Cotton, were deployed at the turn of
the year to other jobs; Malcolm to the Safi
Aqaba Highway Project in Jordan as field
design engineer prior to the arrival of a more
permanent posting in the person of Andrew
Payne; Phil, somewhat earlier, to assist with the
site investigation contract for Brigg-Grimsby
and to await clearance for an overseas tour to
West Africa.
As mentioned earlier it was with regret that
we bade farewell to secretary Trisha FletcherGreenwood, technician Ralph Mellor and
general assistant Henry Strydom.
In spite of the foregoing depressing news
there are now signs of an upturn to the fortunes
of this small unit. Stockport Office lives on.
Contained in the same press release canceffing
the complete Manchester-Sheffield project was
the announcement to retain those sections of
the scheme which acted as bypasses to the
communities on either side of the Peak District
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National Park. The Firm have been asked to
prepare the material and programme for Public
Consultation on what amounts to a combined
Mottram/Hollingworth/Tintwistle Bypass of
some 6.5 km to the west of the Park and a
Stocksbridge and Deepcar Bypass of between
12.5 km and 18 km to the east.

Consequently it is intended to open a small
office suitable for a maximum workforce of
seven people to cover immediate needs to
Consultation stage. At the time of writing
rewiring and redecoration of the new premises
has yet to begin.
M.F. Collinson

M62: OUSE BRIDGE CONTRACT
Although the Ouse Bridge was officially
opened to traffic on 23 May 1976, work still
continues, or perhaps one should say, remains
to be done; in particular the painting is far from
complete. A general air of resignation is
pervading the atmosphere regarding this aspect,
something akin to “some day, one day
After the wettest winter since records were
kept, which caused the contractor to give up
the struggle at the end of December, the work
of reinstatement is gradually (and literally)
emerging from the ooze.
The need to carry out the painting has
necessitated coning down the hard shoulder
and slow lane to provide access for the sub
contractor’s plant, which in turn has re-aroused
some local interest to the extent of the need for
coning down for repairs being raised in
Hansard! Anyone who has had the misfortune
to visit the site in winter will not, I am sure,
have forgotten the wind, (the sort that Rennies
are no good for); these still blow as lustily as
ever, blowing high-sided vehicles over like so
many dinky toys. During the last breeze about
10 vehicles were overturned on the M62, which
has led to further difficulties in erecting the
scaffolding for painting.
The skirmishes with the local land-owners,
which at least enlivens the everyday working,
continue. Any flooding is invariably attributed
to “the motorway” even when the land drains
are (a) non existent and (b) run away from the
motorway.
As might be expected the staff has diminished
.

.

(in numbers only let it be said) and of the truly
original staff only Valerie Braithwaite remains.
The “nearly original” staff remaning are myself
and Cliff Freeman SQE and Bert Hodgson lOW
who escaped from the East Roads Contract.
The photograph shows most of the original
staff with the bridge in the background:—
1 Chris Fitt. RE Bridges, now RE Stafford
Inner Relief Road
2 Eric Brackenbury, Drive r/Chainman
3 John Chaffe, Project Engineer, NERCU.
4 Ray Bennett, Driver/Chainman
5 Geoff Cracroft, CRE
6 John Richardson, SARE, now RE at
Scunthorpe Ml 80 contract.
7 John Stevenson, Draughtsman, now a clerk
at the M180 Scunthorpe contract.
8 George Bennett, clerk, now technican at
M180 Scunthorpe contract.
9 Jeremy Buck, ARE, now SARE at M180
Scunthorpe contract.
10 Tom Short, lOW, now at Stafford.
11 Dan Neal, Sandbergs Senior Technician.
12 Billy Smith, Tea boy,
most important
man on the job!
13 Valerie Braithwaite, Secretary, happy
effervescent
not too happy at the
moment recovering from minor leg op.
14 Marjorie Bulmer
Receptionist/Tel, now
retired to raise a family.
Not shown on photo are Cliff Freeman and
John Orchard, too engrossed no doubt in re
pelling the Joint Venture to appear.
Geoff Gracroft
—

—

—
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have forgotten the wind, (the sort that Rennies
are no good for); these still blow as lustily as
ever, blowing high-sided vehicles over like so
many dinky toys. During the last breeze about
10 vehicles were overturned on the M62, which
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motorway.
As might be expected the staff has diminished
.

.

(in numbers only let it be said) and of the truly
original staff only Valerie Braithwaite remains.
The “nearly original” staff remaning are myself
and Cliff Freeman SQE and Bert Hodgson lOW
who escaped from the East Roads Contract.
The photograph shows most of the original
staff with the bridge in the background:—
1 Chris Fitt. RE Bridges, now RE Stafford
Inner Relief Road
2 Eric Brackenbury, Drive r/Chainman
3 John Chaffe, Project Engineer, NERCU.
4 Ray Bennett, Driver/Chainman
5 Geoff Cracroft, CRE
6 John Richardson, SARE, now RE at
Scunthorpe Ml 80 contract.
7 John Stevenson, Draughtsman, now a clerk
at the M180 Scunthorpe contract.
8 George Bennett, clerk, now technican at
M180 Scunthorpe contract.
9 Jeremy Buck, ARE, now SARE at M180
Scunthorpe contract.
10 Tom Short, lOW, now at Stafford.
11 Dan Neal, Sandbergs Senior Technician.
12 Billy Smith, Tea boy,
most important
man on the job!
13 Valerie Braithwaite, Secretary, happy
effervescent
not too happy at the
moment recovering from minor leg op.
14 Marjorie Bulmer
Receptionist/Tel, now
retired to raise a family.
Not shown on photo are Cliff Freeman and
John Orchard, too engrossed no doubt in re
pelling the Joint Venture to appear.
Geoff Gracroft
—

—

—
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GLASGOW

The planning, design and construction of the
new Glasgow Highway System has been the
main concern of the Glasgow Office since its
beginning in 1960. The end of this era has been
marked for us by the opening last autumn of
our largest single motorway contract, the
Renfrew Motorway, Stage 1.
The Glasgow Highway work has been not
able in several ways. The original origindestination traffic survey was the first on a city
scale in Britain. The traffic assignment, in 1962,
was the first computer assignment to a large
scale road network performed in Britain. The
motorway system at the time of its inception
was unusually ambitious with many sections of
motorway dual four-lane, and with one section
quadruple three lanes. The project has been
implemented in accordance with original plans.
Allowing for inflation, actual costs have been
close to the original estimates and actual traffic
flows are developing close to the original
forecast, traffic flows up to 88,000 vehicles per
day being observed.
Renfrew Motorway Stage I

We are still continuing with highway planning
and construction in Glasgow but at the same
time are beconilng involved in other fields of
work. We are assisting Roger Whiting in the
design of water treatment works in Kenya and
Nigeria, and Peter Innes in building structures
in the Middle East. We have our eyes focused
on North Sea oil developments in Scotland and
are opening a branch office in Ross and
Cromarty to be close to the action. Further
afield, we are providing expertise to the High
ways Directorate in Istanbul for the construc
tion of the Anatolian Freeway.
The numbers of our staff, of course, varies
with work-load and is presently about thirty
and rising. The photograph shows us outside
our office in Park Circus. The Park district of
Glasgow is a conservation area adjacent to
Kelvingrove Park. We have recently renovated
and restored our own building and it is now a
most pleasant place of work.
Sport and recreation are not forgotten with
golf and football, naturally for us, taking pride
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of place. Recently we have won the Nidger Golf
Trophy competed for annually by consultants
and local authority departments involved in
Glasgow Highways, and the Clyderail Trophy
presented this year by British Railways and
competed for by those involved in the recon
struction of a railway route through the city
centre. The Nidger Trophy is a heavy granite
road sett mounted in a handsome teak frame
and won by us previously in 1967 and 1971.
The railway trophy takes the form of a section
of rail suitably mounted and inscribed.
With the formation of the new Civil
Engineering Summer Football League in
Glasgow and district, we took the opportunity
of reconstituting the Scottish Office football
team. In a sporting joint venture with Jamieson

Mackay & Partners we have carried on the
traditions of earlier years ably represented by
Alan Brown, Len Crooks, Alistair Barron and
Steve McMillan. Their record to date is
impressive:
P
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6

One of our recreational activities is sailing WOW,
an Enterprise dinghy, on Loch Lomond. Ex
Kendal Office staff will be interested to hear
that WOW is still in excellent condition and has
given us some exciting moments in the squalls
that can come up suddenly on this beautiful
island-dotted loch.
Donald Breakey

Q. What shape is a dead parrot?
A. Polygon!

LUXEMBOURG
In Luxembourg did EIB
A precious office block decree;
Where drizzle, sleet and run-off ran
Through fissures measureless to man
Down to a sandstone sea.
So wide expanse of plateau ground
With huts and tower cranes girdled round:
And there were mud meadows bright with ugly
pools,
Where blossomed many a vile and soily heap;
And delay, dire delay, was a daily word,
Enshrouding action with its misery.
But oh! those deep romantic chasms which
gashed
The city grey-bastioned in winter light
Enhanced the enterprise with gaunt elegance.
An awsome hole! as jagged and up-blasted
As e’er beneath an edict of the contract
The builder demurs against demolishment;
From such admonishments, with turmoil
seething,
As if vain hopes could fuse all the shifting sands
Of circumstance there now grows a building!
—

Neil Mackay
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A NOTE OF INTERPRETATION

HPT
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The European Investment Bank of the EEC commissioned SWK and Deriys Lasdun &
Partners (who were architects for the National Theatre in London) to provide a new H Q
complex. Site work started in September 1976, by main contractor Philipp Holzmann of West
Germany. Like many large constructions, it underwent foundation problems, such as the
finding of very deep rock fissures, and the gathering of momentum of the project during its first
winter was slow.
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ATHENS
This is the first direct contribution to
Pontifact from Athens, although the Athens
office has existed since 1973. The reason is
mainly an instruction from the top of try and
maintain our “incognito” in order to avoid
numerous applications from staff members
resident in less attractive places of the globe to
come and do their work here, because this is
what we are really 4oing in Athens: the donkey
work for various Middle East projects and some
promotional effort.
Since, as I said in the beginning, this office
may be new to the Pontifact reader, here are
some facts about it to enable someone to
realize what it is all abnut:
Office Space: A total of nine medium sized
rooms sometimes reasonably empty and at
other times filled to capacity according to the
work, the weather or the tourist seasonal index
for Greece in the year.
Residential, Etc.: Whilst the office regulars,
when in Greece, are living in proper flats,
houses, etc. in order to counter-balance their
living in tents, caravans or landrovers when on
site, visitors are usually accommodated in good
Athens (in winter) or beach (in summer) hotels.
Another alternative applicable to those who
like having “work in bed” is staying in the
firm’s spare office/guest flat but this is usually
heavily booked by our Libyan visitors (they
take top priority as they are our main clients!).
Facilities: Numerous facilities are provided
by SWK in Athens including (apart from the
good working facilities) a good game of tennis
(Calzetti will take you on), table tennis/indoor
athletics (in our office basement), a good bath
(for partners’ sons on their way back home
from cheap tours to the Far East), swimming or
late evenings out full of promises and plate
smashing at the traditional Greek bouzouki
restaurants. Other
facilities include
organised accompanied (!) work visits to the
Greek Islands (Tim Hunt for further infor
mation).
Many of our past visitors will tell you that
we are also good at catering for people who
come here with overloaded work programmes
and no time for any of the above functions.
In such cases, the visitor is asked for his

preference and arrangements are made for him
to enjoy his hobby whilst working, as for
example Barry Paget (keen on plate smashing)
smashing our office desks whilst proof-reading,
Ed Farrand (keen on indoor bailgames) viewing
stereo photographs on a table for table tennis,
Eve Knightley (keen on antiquities) being
shown post cards of the Acropolis on her way
to the airport before leaving. Indeed we have
always tried our best to satisfy similar small
requests (although we have not always succeeded
as in the case of Ron Viapree), this is why
many of our visitors left us with tears in their
eyes (or was this due to tear gas in frequent use
up to three years ago).
Staff Like any other respectable overseas
office of a British firm that encourages inter
national (and not just British) recruitment, our
regular office staff comprises Greeks, Italians,
Americans, Canadians and Egyptians. Oh yes
we did have an English secretary of
Polish origin and Peter Erridge, British himself
with his wife Ase, Norwegian, have recently
been with us (working here, I mean, not
bringing their work here).
No attempt will be made to give any names
as they are all very difficult to spell!!!
to be continued.

‘I

—

—

—

.

Staff members on arrival at Uweinat (Libya).

A. Calzetti
Photographs:
Since the Athens office deals with projects
in the Middle East, staff are frequently flying
from place to place spending a great deal of
their time away from home.
H

Many days later waiting for the next aircraft
at Kufra International Airport depature
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LIBYA
It is over two years since any news of the
Tripoli office appeared in Pontifact and much
has happened in this period. The Jalo-Kufra
road design was completed some time ago and a
further extension of 350 kms was added ex
tending the design to the southern borders of
Libya. The further extension of this road
through the Sudan and thence to join the East
and Central African road networks can perhaps
be envisaged in the future.
The design of a further series of roads to the
south of Tripoli, totalling 1100 kms, is well
advanced. These projects will be finalised in
four or five contracts, the first of which will be
completed within a month or two and the last
by the end of the year. The completion of these
will bring the total of Libyan road projects
designed by SWK to approximately 2100 kms.
Unfortunately due to matters outside our
control no construction contracts have yet been
let, though developments are expected shortly.
Design work here is undertaken jointly with
our colleagues in the Athens office, which is
under the able control of Achille Calzetti.
Achille has not only provided the design of
vertical alignments and drawing office services
which he did so efficiently in the earlier work
but has been responsible for road location and
survey services as well. The problems for survey
contractors on these long-range desert projects
are so numerous that there is a tendency for
them either to over or under-estimate the
difficulties and we decided it would be more
economical and flexible if we handled the
whole of this work ourselves. A large capital
outlay is involved whatever method is chosen;
so we decided to put this into the purchase of
vehicles, caravans and a variety of other equip
ment and now have a completely independent
and fully mobile unit of our own.
In addition to the work done by Athens, the
services of specialist staff from Basingstoke on
visits varying from 2 weeks to 2 months have
been of immense help. There have been several
but the sterling work of Peter Bentall, Tim
Hunt, Doug Ferguson, Alan Moore, Richard
Warren and Robin Wheeler has contributed
greatly to the success of our work.

Our bridges are being designed in Basingstoke, too, and if one adds to that the practical
assistance which has been made available from
Hong Kong and Nairobi, the Libyan projects
can truly be said to be a SWK international
effort.
We are certainly international in our staffing
too. Office manager and translator George
Joseph is from Lebanon, while Mohammed
Khubaib and JK Pathak are from Pakistan and
India respectively. Mohammed is an engineer
under training and JK is our secretary-typist.
We have several Libyan staff in the laboratory
and Farag Dulfag, our senior technician, has
been with us throughout, as has Abdulla, our
head driver.
Our survey team is made up mainly of
engineers, surveyors and other personnel from
Greece, while the vehicle fleet is maintained by
Malaki Haile who is from Eritrea. Achille him
self is Italian born. He and John Caloghiros,
also of the Athens office, are both linguistic
experts, between them speaking many langu
ages. John, born in Egypt, is fluent in English,
Greek and Arabic.
Our last news letter featured, pictorially,
John Warburton trudging through the desert to
start his new job. Having done his two year
stint, John has recently taken up a new job
with other consultants. We wish him lots of
luck in his new career.
Ed. Farrand came to us from Kenya in 1975,
together with Sandy and young Thomas. Since
then their family has been increased by another
baby boy Robin. In August Ed. will have done
two years here and will then go for a post
graduate course in hydrologic studies at
Birmingham University. After two years of
solid hard work he will certainly deserve a
change.
We were also pleased to welcome back John
Merchant last October, bringing with him this
time, Hadeja, his wife. John was here in our
early days and then left to do a 1 3/4 year spell
on Mombasa Airport. It is good to find some
one who actually asks to return to the station
from whence he came! One volunteer.
Finally we are pleased to report that Gil

Thomas has just joined us from Ghana and we
hope he will enjoy his new job here, which will
certainly lack nothing in variety. Gil will be
bringing his wife Anne when the time is ripe,
and his two teenage daughters when their
school can spare them. This will bring the total
of expatriate SWK wives to five as Beryl is now
in residence again and George’s wife has been
here for several years since, before he threw in
his lot with us, George was in Government
service.
I make no apologies for sprinkling this news
letter with names, since people are more im
portant than anything else to the success of
our organisation, and Pontifact is more useful

in keeping us together than any movement
sheets could ever be. I am only sorry that
shortage of space and time precluded me from
mentioning Angelo Critsis, Sophie, Tessa, Betty,
Takas, Macris, Batsis, Veta, Repousis, Mabrouk
and others whose work is all of the utmost
value to us. And of course Depy Calzetti whose
hospitality in Athens is something one always
looks forward to.
Nevertheless, this must complete our report.
From Libya, ve wish our many friends in all
corners of the SWK world good luck, wherever
they may be.
Barry Paget

JORDAN
Our man in Aqaba writes just that the
staff there now consists of Mr. & Mrs. Raikes
and
Messrs Andrew Payne (assisted February 1977)
Grassan Haddad
Abdel Mannan Najjar (joined January
1977)
He also reports that work is going on at high
speed and completion is hoped for about the
end of the year.
—

GHANA
Since the last Ghana newsletter appeared in
print there have been considerable staff changes.
The hardy annuals Viapree, Caswell and
Candler soldier on aided and abetted by a
number of faces new to SWK the principal of
whom consist of Tom Fraser who runs the
Laboratory havng taken over from Bryan
Lambert and John Clifford who handles our
asphalt. We were sorry to see the departure of
Gil Thomas who was transferred to Libya and
to date the vacuum which he left is still
unfilled.
Briefly the work in Ghana consists of the
supervision of 250 kms of high standard (but of
course) roadworks together with a 480 km
asphalt contract, the total let works being of
the order of $90 million. We are also carrying
out survey and design for a further 350 kms.
The total staff engaged on these operations
consists of 12 expatriates and 14 Ghanaian
senior staff.

—

Apart from a “Sanders of the River” act by
certain unmentionable members of staff but
in this case the men carried the boat there is
nothing of moment to report job wise.
Ghana, like many other developing countries,
suffers from an acute shortage of foreign
exchange and is at present enjoying a rampant
inflation rate of an estimated 80% per annum.
The result of these “benefits” is that quite a
large number of essential commodities both
imported and local, e.g. food, are extremely
difficult to come by, in fact for the first time
since operations began in Ghana we have
requested the redoubtable Jane Sanderson to
arrange for a “food” parcel to be shipped
(flown) out with the next arriving member of
staff. Before there is a rush of food parcels
from the various offices hang on a bit until the
“system” regarding duties and clearance etc.
has been established.
The above picture may appear bleak, however
staff here still enjoy the best climate on the
West African Coast and the way of life remains
agreeable.
RJKV
—.

—
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they may be.
Barry Paget

JORDAN
Our man in Aqaba writes just that the
staff there now consists of Mr. & Mrs. Raikes
and
Messrs Andrew Payne (assisted February 1977)
Grassan Haddad
Abdel Mannan Najjar (joined January
1977)
He also reports that work is going on at high
speed and completion is hoped for about the
end of the year.
—

GHANA
Since the last Ghana newsletter appeared in
print there have been considerable staff changes.
The hardy annuals Viapree, Caswell and
Candler soldier on aided and abetted by a
number of faces new to SWK the principal of
whom consist of Tom Fraser who runs the
Laboratory havng taken over from Bryan
Lambert and John Clifford who handles our
asphalt. We were sorry to see the departure of
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unfilled.
Briefly the work in Ghana consists of the
supervision of 250 kms of high standard (but of
course) roadworks together with a 480 km
asphalt contract, the total let works being of
the order of $90 million. We are also carrying
out survey and design for a further 350 kms.
The total staff engaged on these operations
consists of 12 expatriates and 14 Ghanaian
senior staff.

—

Apart from a “Sanders of the River” act by
certain unmentionable members of staff but
in this case the men carried the boat there is
nothing of moment to report job wise.
Ghana, like many other developing countries,
suffers from an acute shortage of foreign
exchange and is at present enjoying a rampant
inflation rate of an estimated 80% per annum.
The result of these “benefits” is that quite a
large number of essential commodities both
imported and local, e.g. food, are extremely
difficult to come by, in fact for the first time
since operations began in Ghana we have
requested the redoubtable Jane Sanderson to
arrange for a “food” parcel to be shipped
(flown) out with the next arriving member of
staff. Before there is a rush of food parcels
from the various offices hang on a bit until the
“system” regarding duties and clearance etc.
has been established.
The above picture may appear bleak, however
staff here still enjoy the best climate on the
West African Coast and the way of life remains
agreeable.
RJKV
—.
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NIGERIA
“Ah Well, this is Nigeria!” To anyone who
has visited Nigeria, and this by now must include
a large number of S W K personnel, this is the
stock phrase that is used to explain away almost
any of the numerous events and frustrations
that effect life here. In fact, sitting in one of
the Ibadan traffic “go slows” whilst writing this
newsletter enables us to reflect the reasons,
usually in retrospect humorous, that cause all
of us at one time or other to quote this timehonoured phrase. However, before continuing,
we would like on behalf of the Nigerian
Partnership to congratulate all our colleagues in
Star House and other Hong Kong locations on
their Silver Jubilee .The local Nigerian beverage,
appropriately named Star Beer, will enable us
on numerous occasions during the coming
months to drink your health. Cheers, here’s to
the next 25 years of Scott Wilson Kirkpatrick &
Partners presence in Hong Kong! Sorry, we’ve
just remembered there’s a beer shortage! “Ah
well, this is Nigeria!”
Nigeria is rapidly expanding with a stronger
economy than any other West African country.
Civil engineering works get a lion’s share of the
budget allocation, with a high proportion of
that allocation being spent on roads and water
supply schemes. S W K, long established in
Nigeria, have therefore also expanded rapidly
over the last 12 months to keep pace with the
work potential. The L.agos Office is the
administrative centre for S W K operations in
Nigeria under Resident Partner, Stan Greenland.
He is ably assisted by our fmancial wizard Mr.
Ashorobi who does wonders extracting fees
from reluctant clients. A new addition is Ron
Rakusen who hopes to commence a full tour
here with his family shortly. He has already
completed a 3-month trip and earned the re
putation of a Mr. “Fit-it”
Sorry Ron!
—

A large Federal Ministry work load also
means a lot of vacancies for site supervisory
staff. S W K have helped out with three resident
engineers; John Lane based on S W K designed
Ikorodu Road, Lagos and Joe Hawkesworth
and John Isherwood both working on roads in
Bendel State. In all, therefore, the number of
expatriate engineers in Nigeria has now risen to

19, with a proportional increase in supporting
Nigerian staff, without whose hard work our
job would be impossible. Wynter Rickett’s
name springs to mind immediately. As tran
sport manager in Ibadan, it is his unenviable
task to ensure that vehicles are available to take
engineers and surveyors to the bush, sometimes
at extremely short notice. He rarely fails! Our
three Nigerian senior technical staff in the field,
Matthew Sobanjo, Babalola Babatunde and
Bola Ogunwale and their teams also put in long
hours ensuring that sufficient information is
sent back from site to keep us all happy and
Boniface Nwosu, our Accountant, keeps the
cash flowing.
At present the workload is divided between
roads and water supply. The road construction
industry here is booming, in stark contrast to
the present situation in U.K. Nigeria is now the
7th largest oil producer in the world and it is
therefore not surprising to find the Federal
Ministry of Works continuing to pursue a policy
of “if it connects A to B, asphalt it!” The
newly formed states however, seem to be using
their large funds somewhat more discreetly,
their policy being to gain maximum access to
the rural areas.
The firm has a great deal of road design
work in hand forboth the Federal Ministry of
Works and the States. Pride of place of the
projects for the former must of course go to the
Lagos
Ibadan Expressway, the M6 of Africa,
due for completion early next year. A recent
newsletter from this office referred to the 80
km of existing road between the two towns as
the longest potholes in Nigeria! In a country
where every one of the 70 million inhabitants
considers themself a potential trader, it is
predicted that the wide verges will prove too
much of a temptation, and the longest pothole
will be replaced by the longest market!
The states are now well under way with
many schemes as part of the present Five Year
Development Plan, and we are designing over
400 kilometres of “bush roads” mostly in the
Northern states which will cost at present day
Nigerian prices approximately 100 m (±85m).
Although less extravagant than the Federal
roads, being built generally of naturally
—

occurring materials and surface dressed, their
invariably low traffic potential would have
made them difficult if not impossible to justify
in the less prosperous times of World Bank
loans.
Traditionally Kaduna Office has been
responsible for the design and supervision of
Water Supply Schemes, under the very able and
longstanding direction of Ernest Rowand.
Ernest and Nancy having been for some time in
solitary confinement in Kaduna have now been
joined by Ian Wilkinson and Graham Monroe
with their families. Kaduna is a ten-hour drive
from Ibadan so contact with them is limited to
the rather inefficient telephone system.
However, they’re busy people and many
schemes have been or are being completed
there, with Sokoto, Minna and Bida being the
most recent. Two new schemes, Jebba, an offtake from the River Niger and Igbaja, a river
impounding scheme, are also at present being
designed in Kaduna for the Kwara State Water
Corporation.
Ibadan Office has now joined Kaduna in
undertaking Water Supply Schemes, principally
in Oyo State, under Gordon Stevenson. A
healthy and friendly rivalry now exists between
the Water and Road Sections in Ibadan, where
traditionally the office has handled S.W.K’s
large road contracts. At present the Ejigbo
Scheme, and earthfill dam, treatment works
and complete distribution system is out to
tender, while the lseyin and Oke-Iho Scheme is
still at Preliminary Stage. Iseyin is possibly one
of S W K’s most interesting schemes because of
its relatively large size. A proposed gravity dam
will impound a large reservoir on the River
Ogun (God of Iron), and provide water over a
large part of the Yoruba heartland. The River
Ogun although smaller than the Rivers Gongola
and Benue to the East, forms the largest catch
ment to the West of the River Niger, and flows
into the sea at Lagos. In all there is perhaps
$100 million to $120 million worth of work on
the design boards, with plenty of prospects for
more schemes in the offing.
There are 11 expatriate engineers ably
directed by Mike Shalders permanently based in
Ibadan, although at present the Hoyes’ having

survived one tour, are on leave preparing for the
next. Going on leave for them, especially
Caroline, is a heart-rending experience because
homes have to be found and ‘goodbyes’ said to
a menagerie of animals. Over the last year they
have befriended numerous injured or orphaned
animals including a short-lived one-legged parrot
(which they actually paid for!!) an almost
featherless bird, a cat, and several dogs and
horses. However, they are returning soon.
Several other people, including the writers of
this epistle are considering second tours so
perhaps in future a more favourable image of
life here will be presented to prospective tourists.
One’s first impression however of Ibadan is
quite frankly pretty startling and the first
thought that crosses the jaded mind is “What
on earth can there be to do after work?”
From a sporting viewpoint we are well
endowed with amateurs of goodwill in anything
you would care to mention, with perhaps one
or two exceptions who could be described as
good.
David Farthing and Tony Simms dominate
our open to the elements squash court, with
three or four stalwarts trying with little success
to win an odd game from them. The Shalders
and the Farthings are the star pairings on the
tennis courts with Gordon Stevenson also
playing very energetically and regularly. SWK
golfers in Ibadan unfortunately form the back
bone of the “new injection of rubbish”! into
the Club which includes Ben Shewan, Brian
Dixon, Phil Howell and David Mayne. The first
and last have just been awarded handicaps of 24
for performances most notably achieved on the
19th!! Phil Howell has opted for tennis in the
because the ball is “bigger”.
last few weeks
We all have our problems!
if you call
Many others do odd things
Bridge a sport practically everybody bar yours
truly joins Gordon Stevenson’s well organized
Wednesday Evening sessions, which are very
much enjoyed. An SWK sailing Club has been
formed but a very elusive boat on its way from
Lagos has not yet reached our bilharzia
ridden waters. Keith Jeremiah, as our Sailing
Commodore elect, thus remains a rather forlorn
land-locked sailor waiting along with a few
—

—

—
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others.
Richard and Caroline Hoyes and Frankie
Simms probably get best value from their outlet
Polo. Richard, fearless in the saddle, seems to
receive more injuries than a prize fighter, but
we suppose it is good fun! He won a Silver
medal in the Oyo State Sports festival to the
strains of a Military Band in the pouring rain
only two teams competed and the bronze
medals went to a group of well-wishing
spectators! “Ah, well this is Nigeria!”
Apart from sport which has been amply
covered, as the first year matures a lot of
interesting pastimes can be pursued apart from
consuming Stars and Lebanese food. The Field
Society is well worth joining as they organize
many interesting short and long trips into the
country looking at every conceivable natural
phenomenon. For the enterprising, trips to
Kainji Dam, Yankari Game Park, Kaduna and
Kano, etc., are experiences in themselves.
Others visit Badagri on the coast or flee Nigeria
to neighbouring Benin and Togo for the long
holidays. Messrs. Hoyes, Simms, Mayne and
Howell and their respective Madams sang
Christmas carols in the Hotel de La Paix, Lome
and partook of French cooking at its best
“it’s tough in the tropics with SWK.”
Another striking aspect of life here is the
traffic which almost grows before ones eyes
resulting in extremely imaginative traffic
management schemes being undertaken. Lagos’
—

—

—

recent solution to what was perhaps the world’s
largest daily traffic jam was simple.
All cars with registration numbers beginning
with an even number are banned from the city
on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays while
cars having registration numbers beginning with
an odd number are banned on Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays. Mind you, the
Nigerian is a very resourceful person and one or
two loop-holes were soon discovered. Staff
buses were exempt from the decree, and the
number of vehicles displaying hastily prepared
“Staff Bus” signs (spelt in numerous ways)
increased dramatically. “Ah well, this is
Nigeria!” However, on the whole the scheme is
working satisfactorily as anyone who has sat
stationary in a traffic jam for several hours
prior to the decree will agree.
Well, we appear to have gone on for long
enough extolling the virtues and otherwise of
Nigeria, so we’ll conclude by welcoming our
most recent arrivals Ewan and Elizabeth Fraser.
They will augment the already large Scottish
contingent in Ibadan which is some (English
men) would say large enough! Anyway, we
wish them an enjoyable tour. We also say “au
revoir” to our Glaswegian Nigerian Ambrose
Okoro who’s been on loan from SWK Glasgow
for over three months. He hopes to join us on a
more permanent basis sometime in the future.
Again, Many Happy Returns HONG KONG.
PH/DBPM

An Irishman was found wandering in the Sahara
clutching a piece of sandpaper he thought it
was a map!
—

NAIROBI
The U.K. and many other parts of the
Commonwealth are celebrating the Queen’s
Silver Jubilee, this has not been allowed to
overshadow another anniversary which has just
taken place in the Nairobi Office. Richard
(Dick) Woods, our Office Manager, has just
celebrated, during April, the 50th anniversary
of his arrival in East Africa.
He left England in 1927 making a very
leisurely journey to Mombasa via the Cape,
which took some six weeks in all. The cost of
his passage, all inclusive, steerage class was
“f.27-l0/-”. It is a pity that our fast-moving age
normally precludes this civilized mode of
transport. The other side of the coin, however,
is that Dick did not take home leave until
1937. It certainly puts to shame those of us
who begin to flag visibly after only an 18month tour of duty.
We should like to congratulate Dick on his
first fifty years and look forward to the cen
tenary celebrations.
Nairobi, our office in particular, must be the
crossroads of SWK’s Africa with so many
arriving and departing staff and short and longterm visitors. It often seems busier than Euston
Station.
The following staff have recently left SWK
(Kenya). Gordon and Peggy Wilson, Mike and
Tania Trojanow, Andrew and Eileen Howie,
and Cohn Finch.
Gordon and Peggy are now in Amman,
Jordan, which must be quite a considerable
shock to their systems after 2½ years in the
very pleasant surroundings of Mombasa.
Mike and Tania Trojanow, the last of the
original Studiengruppe Luftfahrt staff, have
returned to Germany where Mike is working for
a leading firm of German Consultants. He and
Gordon Wilson may have bumped into each
other in Amman recently, as Mike paid a 3week visit there for his new employers.
Andrew and Eileen Howie have remained in
Kenya, but Andrew has returned to the Roads
Department, Ministry of Works.
Cohn Finch, who has been working up
country on the last of the Tea Road Contracts,
has decided to opt for a new life in Australia,
but first intended to sail down the Nile from

Wadi Halfa, Sudan, to Aswan Egypt. We have
recently heard that he has arrived in Greece en
route to U.K.
John and Gadija Merchant also left Mombasa
late last year, and John is now working for
SWK in Libya.
Since the last edition of Pontifact we have
welcomed a number of expatriates.
Malcolm lmd Jessie Trigg, from Singapore,
are settled in Mombasa where Malcolm is the
Resident Engineer supervising the construction
of the New Mombasa Airport Terminal Building.
Diip Suchak, together with his wife Sudha,
arrived here in October last year to take up his
post as an ARE on the above Contract.
Neither is a stranger to this part of the world
as they were both born in East Africa.
Mike and Janet Temple, also arrived in
Kenya in October and are living up-country at
Kangaita which lies at the foot of Mt. Kenya in
tea country. It is a very beautiful area but
rather remote for us “townies”. Mike is
assisting the R.E. “Mac” Mackinlay in the
supervision of the Tea Roads Contracts 2 and 3.
In the Nairobi Office we have recently
welcomed Alan and Valerie Coomber, and
Jonathan and Gwen Evans, together with their
respective families.
Alan paid us a short visit in April last year
and has obviously been sufficiently impressed
with this very beautiful and friendly country,
of great topographic and ethnic contrasts, to
return for a full tour.
For Jonathan, Kenya is virtually home; he is
a Weishman born in Tanzania and educated in
Nairobi. He has worked here previously in the
60’s and early 70’s and has returned once again
after a two-year stint with a consultant in
Dublin
Our long-term visitors have included Dave
Jordan, Jeremy Buck, Don Briggs, and Laurie
and Jennie Sayer together with their daughter,
Donna.
Dave Jordan arrived here in July, 1976 for
a month’s stay and on being asked if he wished
to contribute to the Christmas Club he replied,
“You must be joking”. Dave did in the event
thoroughly enjoy the Christmas Luncheon held
on 22nd December at the Hilton and was
-
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of the New Mombasa Airport Terminal Building.
Diip Suchak, together with his wife Sudha,
arrived here in October last year to take up his
post as an ARE on the above Contract.
Neither is a stranger to this part of the world
as they were both born in East Africa.
Mike and Janet Temple, also arrived in
Kenya in October and are living up-country at
Kangaita which lies at the foot of Mt. Kenya in
tea country. It is a very beautiful area but
rather remote for us “townies”. Mike is
assisting the R.E. “Mac” Mackinlay in the
supervision of the Tea Roads Contracts 2 and 3.
In the Nairobi Office we have recently
welcomed Alan and Valerie Coomber, and
Jonathan and Gwen Evans, together with their
respective families.
Alan paid us a short visit in April last year
and has obviously been sufficiently impressed
with this very beautiful and friendly country,
of great topographic and ethnic contrasts, to
return for a full tour.
For Jonathan, Kenya is virtually home; he is
a Weishman born in Tanzania and educated in
Nairobi. He has worked here previously in the
60’s and early 70’s and has returned once again
after a two-year stint with a consultant in
Dublin
Our long-term visitors have included Dave
Jordan, Jeremy Buck, Don Briggs, and Laurie
and Jennie Sayer together with their daughter,
Donna.
Dave Jordan arrived here in July, 1976 for
a month’s stay and on being asked if he wished
to contribute to the Christmas Club he replied,
“You must be joking”. Dave did in the event
thoroughly enjoy the Christmas Luncheon held
on 22nd December at the Hilton and was
-
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eventually only allowed to return home for
Christmas itself because his Aunt Nell, so it
was alleged, was threatening to storm Scott
House in protest.
Jeremy Buck returned home to UK at the
end of March, after six months in Mombasa,
while Don Briggs who arrived here at the same
time has still a few more weeks of basking in
the equatorial sun before returning to U.K.
Our Christmas and New Year period was
enriched by the company of Laurie, Jennie and
Donna, who were unfortunately only passing
through on their way to Malawi. Nairobi’s loss
is Lilongwe’s gain! We do however expect to see
them again sometime in the not too distant
future.
Our short-term SWK visitors have included
Mr. and Mrs. Grace, Miss Lishmund, Messrs.
Hancock, Green, Scott, Carnaboff and Trigg
(the other one!).
John and Mn Stapley have just returned
from leave and are expecting to go to Nanyuki,
where Jolm is to be Resident Engineer on a new
project.
We welcome to SWK Mrs. Sidi, Charles
Seale’s new secretary, who replaces Sheilah
Shaw who left us in February.
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We also welcome P.N. Patel, one of our
structural engineers, who has returned to us
after a sojourn in Bradford where he ex
perienced the delights of a real British winter,
from which he says he has not yet fully
recovered.
Kingsley and Angela Nutt have at last left
Nanyuki, after some 6 years there, and returned
to the Nairobi Office. We wish to extend our
congratulations to Kingsley on his promotion
to Senior Engineer Airports.
We also be latedly congratulate Mr. and Mrs.
Muthemba on the birth of their son, Raymond
Kihiu Muthemba, on 21st July, 1976. Mama
Jane Muthemba, who has been with us since
1972, is our Section secretary. Mama incidently
is a Swahili term of respect meaning not unsur
prisingly mother.
Your next Nairobi correspondent has not as
yet been delegated; please note it is not a
matter of volunteering, as your present one is
returning to the U.K. shortly where he is
looking forward to a glass of Light and Bitter
after a near two-year enforced abstinence.
G. A. Treadaway
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PHILIPPINES
The people of the Philippines whether they
are Filipino or foreign are generally phlegmatic
in the face of natural disasters.
The annual chain of events, which starts
with the typhoons in July and continues
through to a spate of mysterious office fires at
the end of the fiscal year, scarcely leave a
ripple. Although the occasional earth tremor
and periodic flood might raise an eyebrow (but
little more) the past year has stretched this
composure almost to its limit. Two large-scale
earthquakes, a tidal wave and a series of
volcanic eruptions, aside from making local and
world headlines, have definitely upset the
national equilibrium. What is needed in these
circumstances is a fatalistic sense of humour
and some stiff upper lip. The people of the
Philippines have their fair share of both and
even wading home in the evening through the
flood waters of a typhoon cannot shake that
combination, provided that one does not tread
in those places where the drain covers are
missing.
Despite all of this, and more, SWK still have
their staff here both alive and kicking. At the
last roll call Edith and Ron Hedges, Eileen and
Alan Waterworth, Marie and Roy Burley and
those raw recruits Renee and Mervyn Johnston
were all reported present. Mervyn came in
response to a telex for assistance on a particular
project but has been drawn in on more than
that, which is a situation I am sure he has
experienced before. Felix Go, Alfonso Marcelo
and Mrs. Loretta Cortes, all of the Department
of Public Highways, work with SWK to form
the remainder of the General Consultants
engineering staff as they have for the past two
years or so. The administrative and support
staff, also members of the DPH, remain at full
strength and full stretch. Soledad Villanueva
managed to find time between typing inter
minable notes of interminable meetings to get
married. We all extend our rather belated
congratulations and best wishes to both her
and her husband. Congratulations also to
Stephanie Waterworth who was chosen as a
member of the Manila International School
swimming team at an inter-schools South-East
Asia swimming meeting in Taiwan.

Of those others who have been involved in
the Fourth IBRD Highway Project (and earlier
the Third), Gerry Noel and Henry Egerton
have left. Gerry accompanied by his charming
newly-wedded wife (still more congratulations)
was seen in August 1976 heading for Singapore
to collect a boat from the builders yard, while
Henry fInally left the Philippines in October
stifi determined in his intention to study
architecture at Leeds University. He appeared
equally determined to re-decorate the Union
Tavern at Moor Monkton in North Yorkshire
which he claims is the address of his house.
David Butler returned to Hong Kong but must
feel almost equally at home here as there.
Design work on the 800 or so kilometers of
road comprising the Third IBRD Highway
Project was finally completed around the
middle third of 1976. With the pre-bid site
inspections, public bid openings and the small
matter of the bid evaluations more or less
behind us, the office now keeps boiling with
work on the Fourth IBRD Highway Project.
This comprises a mere 750 kilometers or so of
highway, distributed over four (or is it five?) of
the 7,000 odd islands. The firm’s role in this is
to act as General Consultants to the Depart
ment of Public Highways. This is loosely inter
preted to mean that, among other things, we
assist in setting down design standards and
guidelines, preparing standard contract docu
ments, reviewing and coordinating the whole of
the detailed design, reviewing and coordinating
the issue of the drawings and other documents,
establishing procedures and reviewing the bid
evaluations. The key words in the whole of this
are “among other things” and “assist”. These
parts of our duties are highly elastic.
For recreation, the SWK staff tend to avoid
travel. Swimming is popular whenever possible.
Golf is also popular provided that one is able to
raise a smile at 5:30 a.m. on the first tee and
also a small bank loan to pay the green fees
some five hours later. The high-class hotels
which sprang up in Manila during 1976 provide
scope for the somewhat expensive past-time of
coffee shopping. For ‘movie’ fans, Manila has
much to offer and we are busy sharpening our
elbows in order to stand some hope of getting
seats.
Roy Burley
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eventually only allowed to return home for
Christmas itself because his Aunt Nell, so it
was alleged, was threatening to storm Scott
House in protest.
Jeremy Buck returned home to UK at the
end of March, after six months in Mombasa,
while Don Briggs who arrived here at the same
time has still a few more weeks of basking in
the equatorial sun before returning to U.K.
Our Christmas and New Year period was
enriched by the company of Laurie, Jennie and
Donna, who were unfortunately only passing
through on their way to Malawi. Nairobi’s loss
is Lilongwe’s gain! We do however expect to see
them again sometime in the not too distant
future.
Our short-term SWK visitors have included
Mr. and Mrs. Grace, Miss Lishmund, Messrs.
Hancock, Green, Scott, Carnaboff and Trigg
(the other one!).
John and Mn Stapley have just returned
from leave and are expecting to go to Nanyuki,
where Jolm is to be Resident Engineer on a new
project.
We welcome to SWK Mrs. Sidi, Charles
Seale’s new secretary, who replaces Sheilah
Shaw who left us in February.
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We also welcome P.N. Patel, one of our
structural engineers, who has returned to us
after a sojourn in Bradford where he ex
perienced the delights of a real British winter,
from which he says he has not yet fully
recovered.
Kingsley and Angela Nutt have at last left
Nanyuki, after some 6 years there, and returned
to the Nairobi Office. We wish to extend our
congratulations to Kingsley on his promotion
to Senior Engineer Airports.
We also be latedly congratulate Mr. and Mrs.
Muthemba on the birth of their son, Raymond
Kihiu Muthemba, on 21st July, 1976. Mama
Jane Muthemba, who has been with us since
1972, is our Section secretary. Mama incidently
is a Swahili term of respect meaning not unsur
prisingly mother.
Your next Nairobi correspondent has not as
yet been delegated; please note it is not a
matter of volunteering, as your present one is
returning to the U.K. shortly where he is
looking forward to a glass of Light and Bitter
after a near two-year enforced abstinence.
G. A. Treadaway
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PHILIPPINES
The people of the Philippines whether they
are Filipino or foreign are generally phlegmatic
in the face of natural disasters.
The annual chain of events, which starts
with the typhoons in July and continues
through to a spate of mysterious office fires at
the end of the fiscal year, scarcely leave a
ripple. Although the occasional earth tremor
and periodic flood might raise an eyebrow (but
little more) the past year has stretched this
composure almost to its limit. Two large-scale
earthquakes, a tidal wave and a series of
volcanic eruptions, aside from making local and
world headlines, have definitely upset the
national equilibrium. What is needed in these
circumstances is a fatalistic sense of humour
and some stiff upper lip. The people of the
Philippines have their fair share of both and
even wading home in the evening through the
flood waters of a typhoon cannot shake that
combination, provided that one does not tread
in those places where the drain covers are
missing.
Despite all of this, and more, SWK still have
their staff here both alive and kicking. At the
last roll call Edith and Ron Hedges, Eileen and
Alan Waterworth, Marie and Roy Burley and
those raw recruits Renee and Mervyn Johnston
were all reported present. Mervyn came in
response to a telex for assistance on a particular
project but has been drawn in on more than
that, which is a situation I am sure he has
experienced before. Felix Go, Alfonso Marcelo
and Mrs. Loretta Cortes, all of the Department
of Public Highways, work with SWK to form
the remainder of the General Consultants
engineering staff as they have for the past two
years or so. The administrative and support
staff, also members of the DPH, remain at full
strength and full stretch. Soledad Villanueva
managed to find time between typing inter
minable notes of interminable meetings to get
married. We all extend our rather belated
congratulations and best wishes to both her
and her husband. Congratulations also to
Stephanie Waterworth who was chosen as a
member of the Manila International School
swimming team at an inter-schools South-East
Asia swimming meeting in Taiwan.

Of those others who have been involved in
the Fourth IBRD Highway Project (and earlier
the Third), Gerry Noel and Henry Egerton
have left. Gerry accompanied by his charming
newly-wedded wife (still more congratulations)
was seen in August 1976 heading for Singapore
to collect a boat from the builders yard, while
Henry fInally left the Philippines in October
stifi determined in his intention to study
architecture at Leeds University. He appeared
equally determined to re-decorate the Union
Tavern at Moor Monkton in North Yorkshire
which he claims is the address of his house.
David Butler returned to Hong Kong but must
feel almost equally at home here as there.
Design work on the 800 or so kilometers of
road comprising the Third IBRD Highway
Project was finally completed around the
middle third of 1976. With the pre-bid site
inspections, public bid openings and the small
matter of the bid evaluations more or less
behind us, the office now keeps boiling with
work on the Fourth IBRD Highway Project.
This comprises a mere 750 kilometers or so of
highway, distributed over four (or is it five?) of
the 7,000 odd islands. The firm’s role in this is
to act as General Consultants to the Depart
ment of Public Highways. This is loosely inter
preted to mean that, among other things, we
assist in setting down design standards and
guidelines, preparing standard contract docu
ments, reviewing and coordinating the whole of
the detailed design, reviewing and coordinating
the issue of the drawings and other documents,
establishing procedures and reviewing the bid
evaluations. The key words in the whole of this
are “among other things” and “assist”. These
parts of our duties are highly elastic.
For recreation, the SWK staff tend to avoid
travel. Swimming is popular whenever possible.
Golf is also popular provided that one is able to
raise a smile at 5:30 a.m. on the first tee and
also a small bank loan to pay the green fees
some five hours later. The high-class hotels
which sprang up in Manila during 1976 provide
scope for the somewhat expensive past-time of
coffee shopping. For ‘movie’ fans, Manila has
much to offer and we are busy sharpening our
elbows in order to stand some hope of getting
seats.
Roy Burley
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KOTA KINABALU
SWK have been active in Sabah since 1970
and for the last five years have had staff on site
but with the departure of the writer last Easter
we were left without any permanent represent
ative. Hopefully the Government will decide to
proceed with the next stage consisting of the
civil works for a new terminal complex and
later editions of Pontifact will be able to record
the arrivals and happenings of another set of
people.
John and Peggy Eddison left Kota Kinabalu
at the end of January for Manila where John
has taken up a post with the Asian Develop
ment Bank. It is to be hoped that people from
SWK will continue to meet up with them since
John’s duties will take him to all parts of S.E.
Asia that can boast an airport.
Under gentle persuasion the writer volun
teered to take over for a strictly limited period
and arrived at the end of January to find Jack
Collins, the Resident Engineer (E and M) also
there keeping an ever-watchful eye on the air
field lighting and other electrical works. Stella.
our charming and competent secretary,
together with the driver and messenger
provided by the Public Works Department com
pleted the team.
One might be forgiven for imagining that the
post of Acting Chief Resident Engineer would
under these circumstances be not in the least
demanding and would allow ample opportunity
for enjoying the pleasures of Kota Kinabalu.
However this was not the case, and the few
current items of work generated more than
their fair share of problems as did the main
tenance of an office without the support of all
the services to which we are accustomed at
Scott House. A constant succession of people
(Malay, Chinese, Kadazan and European)
poured into the office so long as the main door
was open. Some came on earnest business,
others, one suspects, to learn of interesting
developments or to sample the coffee and pass

A PERSONAL POINT OF VIEW
the time of day. Interruptions by insistent
messengers with some urgent problem, often
accompanied by a demand for cash, were
common place, and equally distracting to the
task in hand.
The writer was able to enjoy being present
during the celebrations of Chinese New year,
the Birth of the Prophet Mohammed and the
visit of the Prime Minister of Malaysia whose
arrival and departure were marked by suitable
ceremonies and pageantry. The liner QE2 made
its first-ever call at Kota Kinabalu on a new
cruising itinerary and anchored majestically in
the bay while its wealthy passengers roamed the
town in search of novelty and diversion.
Fortunately Kota Kinabalu is well placed on
the shores of the island-dotted South China Sea
with the peaks of the Crocker Range forming a
backcloth in the distance watched over by the
eminence of Mount Kinabalu. There can be
few more attractive places in which to build an
airport and one’s only regret must be the alltoo-frequent occurrence of low cloud which
sweeps down from over the mountains cloaking
the view and turning the brilliant azure hues of
the sky and sea to a depressing grey. However,
without the clouds and the rain they bring
there would be none of the grass, trees and
tropical vegetation which clothe the landscape
and add so much to the scenery.
Nevertheless Kota Kinabalu reflects the
growing prosperity of Sabah and new develop
ments abound. Offices, shopping centres and a
new international hotel have recently been
completed, many on land reclaimed from the
sea, whilst on the outskirts of the town are new
industrial estates, housing schemes and
community centres. Much remains to be accom
plished and it is to be hoped that SWK will
soon be back in strength and playing an active
part in this development.
John Powter.

I suppose that my 20 years in Hong Kong
(come November), hardly qualify me as an ‘Old
China Hand’ especially as 1 have not, unfor
tunately, actually set foot on ‘proper’ Chinese
soil as it were. However, my stay here has
certainly spanned a period of great change, for
the better in some respects and for the worse in
others, and as this issue of Pontifact will be
celebrating SWK’s Silver Anniversary in Hong
Kong, I wondered whether some of the old
hands of those ancient days (!) might be
interested in my views of then and now.
An appropriate beginning to reminiscences
would be with a visit to Kin Tak Airport (still
an almost weekly occurrence
I wish I had as
many dollars etc.) which always reminds me of
that first day of arrival in 1957 on the old
Runway 31 which seemed to end at the foot
of Kowloon Peak (and did in fact), where the
welcoming committee were actually at the foot
of the aircraft steps to greet us, bags, baggage,
children and all, And of the time a few days
later, having been installed in a flat, wakening
to the tremendous din of a Britannia floating
past the bedroom window to land on what was
apparently the end of Argyle Street. And noone could forget the Skyline Bar. All a little
different from the seething, bustling, chaotic
but (we like to boast) very efficient modem
airport it is to-day. You can’t even see the plane
from the Terminal let alone go out to the
tarmac to meet your friends.
Having just ‘tunnelled’ my way to the Island
from Kowloon, I can’t help thinking (as I
invariably do when making this journey), of
those tedious waits we used to endure whilst
lining up for the vehicular ferry. Not always
unpleasant by any means
a life on the ocean
wave has always held a fascination for me, but
there was no doubt that the heat in summer,
the cold in winter, the frustration when you
had to be somewhere at a certain time and the
various other annoyances make our present use
of the tunnel really rather dreamlike.
The Red Cross Ball held on whichever P & 0
Liner happened to be in Port at the appropriate
time of year
in our time it was usually the
‘Chusan’ which of course has long since been
broken up, together with most of her sister
—
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ships of the period. The comings and goings at
the Wharf; parties to see people arrive and
a regular
parties to see them off again
‘happening’ not to be missed, the excuse of
going aboard was always good enough to make
it quite an occasion. Regular Mail Boats to and
from U.K. and a choice of which Line you
travelled on. All in the past I’m afraid and now
we are lucky to see a few cruise liners appearing
at an ultra smart and efficient Ocean Terminal,
complete with the usual facilities tourists have
come to expect, but which, thank goodness,
regular Hongkongites gain most advantage from
as being a very pleasant place to shop either in
summer amidst air conditioning or in winter
when it’s very cosily heated.
Launching our brand new $300 (then at $16
to the £) sampan at Hebe Haven and having to
avoid the 5 other boats in that famous water
way (which now holds somewhere in the region
of 1000) as we chugged with our 3 h.p. out
board to the beach with our load of 4 adults, 5
children and on occasion the odd Amah as well,
plus tent, food for the day, buckets and spades
those were marvellous outings. The wrath
with which we greeted anyone daring to be on
the same beach! Last Sunday these beaches
looked rather like a mixture of Blackpool on
August Bank Holiday, Coney Island and Bondi,
rolled into one.
A visit to Macao how could I ever forget
that first time in 1960. A very sleepy, peaceful
Macao. The great old Bella Vista Hotel with its
19th Century amenities. Did Chinnery really
stay there? The pedicab from which our No. 3
daughter fell and which subsequently ran over
her leg the monkey which bit No. 1 daughter
who had to have a series of anti-rabies
injections. But we did have fun as well really!
The old Central Hotel, the only official Casino
at that time, playing Fantan and the Dice Game
(akin to roulette) and lowering your bets in
little baskets to the Gaming Tables below. A
recent visit revealed a very different set up at a
building rather resembling a wedding cake
which can only, and probably wishes to be,
compared with Las Vegas. No more feeling, not
much fun
however, the accommodation has
improved! A bridge now spans the waterway to
—
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KOTA KINABALU
SWK have been active in Sabah since 1970
and for the last five years have had staff on site
but with the departure of the writer last Easter
we were left without any permanent represent
ative. Hopefully the Government will decide to
proceed with the next stage consisting of the
civil works for a new terminal complex and
later editions of Pontifact will be able to record
the arrivals and happenings of another set of
people.
John and Peggy Eddison left Kota Kinabalu
at the end of January for Manila where John
has taken up a post with the Asian Develop
ment Bank. It is to be hoped that people from
SWK will continue to meet up with them since
John’s duties will take him to all parts of S.E.
Asia that can boast an airport.
Under gentle persuasion the writer volun
teered to take over for a strictly limited period
and arrived at the end of January to find Jack
Collins, the Resident Engineer (E and M) also
there keeping an ever-watchful eye on the air
field lighting and other electrical works. Stella.
our charming and competent secretary,
together with the driver and messenger
provided by the Public Works Department com
pleted the team.
One might be forgiven for imagining that the
post of Acting Chief Resident Engineer would
under these circumstances be not in the least
demanding and would allow ample opportunity
for enjoying the pleasures of Kota Kinabalu.
However this was not the case, and the few
current items of work generated more than
their fair share of problems as did the main
tenance of an office without the support of all
the services to which we are accustomed at
Scott House. A constant succession of people
(Malay, Chinese, Kadazan and European)
poured into the office so long as the main door
was open. Some came on earnest business,
others, one suspects, to learn of interesting
developments or to sample the coffee and pass

A PERSONAL POINT OF VIEW
the time of day. Interruptions by insistent
messengers with some urgent problem, often
accompanied by a demand for cash, were
common place, and equally distracting to the
task in hand.
The writer was able to enjoy being present
during the celebrations of Chinese New year,
the Birth of the Prophet Mohammed and the
visit of the Prime Minister of Malaysia whose
arrival and departure were marked by suitable
ceremonies and pageantry. The liner QE2 made
its first-ever call at Kota Kinabalu on a new
cruising itinerary and anchored majestically in
the bay while its wealthy passengers roamed the
town in search of novelty and diversion.
Fortunately Kota Kinabalu is well placed on
the shores of the island-dotted South China Sea
with the peaks of the Crocker Range forming a
backcloth in the distance watched over by the
eminence of Mount Kinabalu. There can be
few more attractive places in which to build an
airport and one’s only regret must be the alltoo-frequent occurrence of low cloud which
sweeps down from over the mountains cloaking
the view and turning the brilliant azure hues of
the sky and sea to a depressing grey. However,
without the clouds and the rain they bring
there would be none of the grass, trees and
tropical vegetation which clothe the landscape
and add so much to the scenery.
Nevertheless Kota Kinabalu reflects the
growing prosperity of Sabah and new develop
ments abound. Offices, shopping centres and a
new international hotel have recently been
completed, many on land reclaimed from the
sea, whilst on the outskirts of the town are new
industrial estates, housing schemes and
community centres. Much remains to be accom
plished and it is to be hoped that SWK will
soon be back in strength and playing an active
part in this development.
John Powter.

I suppose that my 20 years in Hong Kong
(come November), hardly qualify me as an ‘Old
China Hand’ especially as 1 have not, unfor
tunately, actually set foot on ‘proper’ Chinese
soil as it were. However, my stay here has
certainly spanned a period of great change, for
the better in some respects and for the worse in
others, and as this issue of Pontifact will be
celebrating SWK’s Silver Anniversary in Hong
Kong, I wondered whether some of the old
hands of those ancient days (!) might be
interested in my views of then and now.
An appropriate beginning to reminiscences
would be with a visit to Kin Tak Airport (still
an almost weekly occurrence
I wish I had as
many dollars etc.) which always reminds me of
that first day of arrival in 1957 on the old
Runway 31 which seemed to end at the foot
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welcoming committee were actually at the foot
of the aircraft steps to greet us, bags, baggage,
children and all, And of the time a few days
later, having been installed in a flat, wakening
to the tremendous din of a Britannia floating
past the bedroom window to land on what was
apparently the end of Argyle Street. And noone could forget the Skyline Bar. All a little
different from the seething, bustling, chaotic
but (we like to boast) very efficient modem
airport it is to-day. You can’t even see the plane
from the Terminal let alone go out to the
tarmac to meet your friends.
Having just ‘tunnelled’ my way to the Island
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invariably do when making this journey), of
those tedious waits we used to endure whilst
lining up for the vehicular ferry. Not always
unpleasant by any means
a life on the ocean
wave has always held a fascination for me, but
there was no doubt that the heat in summer,
the cold in winter, the frustration when you
had to be somewhere at a certain time and the
various other annoyances make our present use
of the tunnel really rather dreamlike.
The Red Cross Ball held on whichever P & 0
Liner happened to be in Port at the appropriate
time of year
in our time it was usually the
‘Chusan’ which of course has long since been
broken up, together with most of her sister
—

—
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ships of the period. The comings and goings at
the Wharf; parties to see people arrive and
a regular
parties to see them off again
‘happening’ not to be missed, the excuse of
going aboard was always good enough to make
it quite an occasion. Regular Mail Boats to and
from U.K. and a choice of which Line you
travelled on. All in the past I’m afraid and now
we are lucky to see a few cruise liners appearing
at an ultra smart and efficient Ocean Terminal,
complete with the usual facilities tourists have
come to expect, but which, thank goodness,
regular Hongkongites gain most advantage from
as being a very pleasant place to shop either in
summer amidst air conditioning or in winter
when it’s very cosily heated.
Launching our brand new $300 (then at $16
to the £) sampan at Hebe Haven and having to
avoid the 5 other boats in that famous water
way (which now holds somewhere in the region
of 1000) as we chugged with our 3 h.p. out
board to the beach with our load of 4 adults, 5
children and on occasion the odd Amah as well,
plus tent, food for the day, buckets and spades
those were marvellous outings. The wrath
with which we greeted anyone daring to be on
the same beach! Last Sunday these beaches
looked rather like a mixture of Blackpool on
August Bank Holiday, Coney Island and Bondi,
rolled into one.
A visit to Macao how could I ever forget
that first time in 1960. A very sleepy, peaceful
Macao. The great old Bella Vista Hotel with its
19th Century amenities. Did Chinnery really
stay there? The pedicab from which our No. 3
daughter fell and which subsequently ran over
her leg the monkey which bit No. 1 daughter
who had to have a series of anti-rabies
injections. But we did have fun as well really!
The old Central Hotel, the only official Casino
at that time, playing Fantan and the Dice Game
(akin to roulette) and lowering your bets in
little baskets to the Gaming Tables below. A
recent visit revealed a very different set up at a
building rather resembling a wedding cake
which can only, and probably wishes to be,
compared with Las Vegas. No more feeling, not
much fun
however, the accommodation has
improved! A bridge now spans the waterway to
—
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Coloane Island (previously a precarious ferry
ride under the nose of Chinese Gun Boats)
which is still a very pleasant backwater in the
off-season to ‘get away from it all’.
As in every other part of the world com
parison of prices does not bear thinking about.
‘If only’ are the operative words
beautiful
rosewood chests at $250 or £15.50 at the
exchange in those days. These are now in the
region of $1500 (or about £190 at to-day’s
rate). Rosewood furniture galore, Chinoiserie at
ridiculous prices. Ah well, the Alleys still hold
their fascination (although Cat Street has
vanished) and a good bargain may still be just
around the corner.
The changes to the Golf Club (quite unre
cognisable by early SWK pioneers except for
the magnificent scenery on the courses), the
Jockey Club, the Hong Kong Club (now with
Peninsula catering and holding its own with
some of the best hotels), and most recently the
restoration and expansion of the U.S.R.C. have
all been taken in our stride. However, to those
—

of us who knew them with fewer people
frequenting them, and inadequate facilities
maybe, they had an atmosphere which is sadly
lacking in present times.
There is one thing, however, which, despite
all the efforts of multitudinous Engineers and
Contractors has by and large remained the same
throughout the 20 years of my own residence,
and that is the superb scenery we can stifi enjoy
to the full from almost any high point in the
Colony (Use of that unfashionable word
betrays my long stay!) Despite the vast
acreages of new housing and industrial develop
ment already built and at present being built,
the backdrop of the mountains and the breath
taking stretches of water, whichever way you
turn, never fails to delight the eye. Still being
able to walk through these beautiful hills at
week-ends always fully compensates for living
the fast and furious Big City Life during the
week. It’s certainly still a very exciting place in
which to live.
Eunice Elliott

How it all began
Extract from South China Morning Post

TUE i’SIUiN I{O:\I)
Previous issues of Pontifact have included
information on Tuen Mun Road, Hong Kong’s
first rural road to be built to near-motorway
standard. The construction of the first stage is
programmed to be completed in February next
year and will provide a high-speed link between
the new town of Tuen Mun and the existing
urban areas of Hong Kong.
The Hong Kong Government has decided to
press ahead quickly with the second stage and
Jim McCafferty, fresh from the vigours of the
Scottish winter, joined us in Star House to get
design work rolling. We expect to see some neo
Glasgow style bridges springing up on the Hong
Kong skyline soon. Target date for the start of
construction work is April next year. The
construction involves completion of the
dualling of the road and is expected to cost
about HK$85m (10m).
Meanwhile, the team responsible for keeping
the first stage design in order suddenly found
itself with another baby to nurture. This baby
is known as the Tsuen Wan Bypass Stage II
Study. Our job has been to recommend the
form of this bypass and in so doing we have
rather brashly decided it isn’t really a bypass at
all-perhaps one of the disadvantages of employ
ing somebody with a transportation p1nning
pedigree on the Study.

Our recommendations call for some 2 km. of
elevated main carriageway, four interchanges
and a fairly substantial reclamation of a section
of Tsuen Wan Bay over which the “Bypass” is
routed. We were fortunate to have globe
trotter-extraordinary Harold Insley to sort out
reclamation problems and to decide where to
relocate fishermen, walla wallas, oil tankers and
assorted ferris. The structural side of the
Study was handled by Bob Luscombe aided by
telexes from Peter Halls.
The Report on the Study has just (July)
been completed, allowing Bob to take a year’s
sabbatical leave as a supernumerary adviser to
the concrete design course at Imperial College.
During the year we have lost Wong Siu Fan
to our provincial office in Tsuen Wan but
recently were able to receive back to civilisation
both David Fang and Steve Dawson. Both
should be very busy soon if we are asked to
design the Bypass. This project which includes
the reclamation, is estimated to cost about
HK$250m (f3lm).
Whilst engineers come and go, we are able to
rely on the steady support of Henley Lo (he
keeps the index to the Firm’s Library in his
head) and Loong Chi Tung, who has probably
in his time prepared more report drawings than
most of us have had hot meals.
Mike Slinn

In order to speed the passage of those car
drivers having the exact $5 toll money some
Cross-Harbour Tunnel booths are now identi
fied by flashing lights and the sign ‘No Change
$5’. Partner B was in the habit of using these
whether or not he required change, and

wondered why he frequently got an unfriendly
reception from the collectors. He has at last
realised that the notice is not a proud boast of
the operators that, in spite of inflation, the
toll charge remains unaltered.

17th July, 1952

“THE HONGKONG Government decided to
employ a British firm of consulting engineers to
draw up a detailed plan for the development of
the existing Kai Tak airfield with special
attention to be paid to the question of adapting
it for use by the Comet.”

—
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AIRPORT TUNNEL ROAD

A question frequently asked these days by•
those numerous persons in Hong Kong who are
quite unable to keep track of the vast number
of construction projects in progress is whether
or not the Airport Tunnel forms part of the
“MTR” (Mass Transit Railway System)
currently under construction. The standard
reply from the writer of this article is “Not
unless their surveyors and ours have made a
very serious mistake!”
Unlike the several tunnels for the Mass
Transit Railway now wending their way
beneath the pavements of Hong Kong and
Kowloon, the Airport Tunnel is a road tunnel,
designed to provide an improved route between
the two densely-populated peninsulas of
Kowloon and Kwun Tong on the mainland side
of Hong Kong Harbour. The tunnel, approxi
ately 1000 m. long, passes under the main run
way, several taxiways and part of the parking
apron of Kai Tak International Airport.
Being constructed by cut-and-over methods,
in highly sensitive areas of the airport, the
tunnel works have certainly given cause for
various emotions to be experienced by various

parties during the past 4½ years, ranging from
extreme alarm to mere apoplexy (experienced
mainly by the R.E. and staff!).
Possible alignments of a tunnel under the
Airport were examined as long ago as 1968
during the Hong Kong Long Term Road Study
and in 1969 S.W.K. were instructed to examine
the feasibility of constructing such a tunnel
either by cut-and-cover or bored tunnel
techniques, taking into account the proposal, at
that time, to extend the airport runway which,
as many will know, projects finger-like into the
“fragrant” waters of Hong Kong Harbour. In
February, 1970, the Hong Kong Government
announced their intention of extending the
runway at the seaward end, thus making
feasible cut-and-cover construction of the pro
posed tunnel at the landward end. S.W.K.
presented their report on the tunnel to the
Hong Kong Government in May, 1971, and
construction started in July, 1972.
One rather memorable occasion was the day
the R.E. arrived on site to be informed by the
Japanese Site Agent, Mr. Hirotomi, that the site
had “disappeared”. In effect, it had! Only the

tops of crane jibs could be seen projecting
above the surface of a most horrible black
liquid some 6 m deep which had engulfed the
site during the night after the breaching of an
adjacent main sewer! The subsequent rafting
expeditions over this newly formed lake to
investigate the extent of damage were not in
the least enjoyable.
An interesting diversion from the tunnel
works occurred in the shape of a new Instru
ment Landing System, the installation of which
S.W.K. supervised under the heading of “works
associated with the tunnel”. In fact there was a
very positive link between the two jobs in that
the Tunnel Contractor and the R.E. became
involved in subsequent testing of the new IL.S.
system in relation to the tunnel construction.
The Civil Aviation people were understandably
concerned about the possible detrimental
effects of the Contractor’s cranes, lorries, piling
rigs and other equipment on the IL.S. beam
once work started on the runway section of the
tunnel and they eventually insisted upon
simulation tests whereby groups of vehicles,
cranes and simulated sheet pile panels were
shuffled around to various positions on the
runway while the instrument-laden F.A.A.
(Federal Aviation Authority) T-39 jet swooped
in from the sea and did several low passes along
the runway to check if these assorted chunks
of metal were “bending” the beam. Fortunately
all was well and the Contractor was allowed to
get work moving on the runway as soon as com
pletion of the runway extension work at the far
end of the runway permitted.
Work in that area was certainly “hair” or
perhaps “helmet” raising as aircraft were
passing at only 1 5 m. above the works area as
they came in to land. In fact, the airport people
joked about the A.T.R. site staff being the only
persons they had seen with tyre marks on their
safety helmets
or nearly so! The closest
anyone got to that situation was one morning
when within minutes of the completion of an
inspection of the blast fence between the
tunnel works area on the runway and the
operational section of the runway by lOW Tom
Stott and one of his henchmen, a landing Thai
International DC-b
put its under-carriage
straight through the middle of the fence. After
that, blast fence inspections were programmed
—

to fall strictly between aircraft movements!
The blast fence was a regular source of
interest to both the RE.’s staff and the airlines
people. Shortly after the completion of the
fence erection the writer watched, with
horrified interest, a section of the fence,
designed to withstand the impact of a jet
velocity of 150 m.p.h., disintegrating behind a
departing British Airways VC-10. Investigations
showed that the aircraft had taken off from a
position much nearer to the fence than the
normal starting position and a check with
Birtish Airways showed that the jet velocity at
that particular distance from the jet’s rearmounted engines was, in fact, 175 m.p.h. This
is believed to be a superb illustration of
economic design!
It was indeed a rather ‘nervous’ period for
the Contractors, the Civil Aviation people at
the airport, the R.E.s site staff and, of course,
the pilots of aircraft, one of whom described
the final approaches to Runway 13 at that time
as “like flying into a building contractor’s
yard”
well, usually, they flew over it! The
operating heights of cranes had to be very
meticulously controlled at site by suitably
marked weighted ropes hanging from the jibs of
the cranes and were kept under close surveillance
from a site “control tower” on the roof of the
Contractor’s office with radio contact main
tained between the two areas and the main
control tower.
Working at the Airport, however, besides
creating many interesting problems, also has its
perks! Apart from getting a ringside view of
Concorde’s first landing at Kai Tak in the
company of Andrew Maslowicz and son, Mark,
the writer also actually managed to get on
board the aircraft during its visit with the help
of one of the Civil Aviation officials with whom
the R.E.’s staff frequently liaised in the course
of the tunnel work.
Most people are fascinated by the move
ments of aircraft and the site staff on this pro
ject were no exceptions. They became, in their
own minds, so expert at gauging the standards
of landings as they waited on many occasions
for permission to get on to the runway that the
R.E., Craig Sim, and Tom Muir, who was
S.A.R.E. at the time, started a points system
for the landings. Obvious newcomers to Hong
—
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Kong like little known cargo airlines rarely got
more than 5 out of 10! On one particular wet
and squally evening just as the R.E. & S.A.R.E.
were about to leave the site, they spotted an
Air India 707 coming in at a most odd angle
over Kowloon City. “A bit hairy that one” they
agreed “2 out of 10 at the most!” As they
passed over a flyover in line with the runway a
few minutes later they spotted the airport fire
engines tearing along to the spot where the
plane had gone right off the end of the
operational runway into the runway extension
certainly not with R.E. Ian Donald’s
site
permission! The plane was damaged but
fortunately no one was hurt. The R.E.’s points
system had indeed proved itself, however.
Work on S.W.K.’s section of the project con
tinues at present with construction by the Shun
Shing Building Construction Co. of the Tunnel
East Ramp and Ventilation Building, one of
several contracts postponed -by the Hong Kong
—

Government during the recession of 1974. This
is a rather tricky job as far as foundations are
concerned since the iotential ‘heave’ condition
continues to exist on this site and the work in
volves the deepest excavations to date, some 10
m. below mean sea level, within sheet piled
cofferdams.
Later this year construction of the East
Road Connections between the tunnel east
ramp and a new road system currently under
construction in the Kwun Tong area will
commence under another contract and this
work is expected to be completed in late
1979, by which time electrical and ventilation
equipment installation under separate contracts
should also be substantially complete.
It is anticipated that the whole of the
HK$100 million plus tunnel will be open for
use in early 1980.
Craig Sim

THE FOLLOWING ARE CELEBRATING THEIR
SILVER JUBILLEE WITH SWK
Stanley Elliott, Joe Lindsay, Michael Guilford, Cheung Kam Chiu, Leung Yue Kai,
Henley Lo.
20-YEAR PRESENTS SINCE THE LAST
PONTIFACT
Lo Hsiao Shih, Mike Kennedy.

10-YEAR PRESENTS SINCE THE LAST
PONTIFACT
Vie Lawley, David Butler, So On, Tsang Kar Ming, Jim McCafferty, Harold Insley.

KWAI CHUNG CONTAINER TERMINAL BERTHS 1 & 5
Another chapter of SWK’s involvement in
the development of the container terminal at
Kwai Chung is drawing to a close with com
pletion of the civil works associated with the
installation of large rail-mounted transtainers
on Berth 5. SWK’s association with the
terminals goes back to 1970 when the original
feasibility report was prepared for the (then
prospective) developer of Berth 1, 1odem
Terminals Limited. Since that time SWK have
maintained a close relationship with MTL and
have been intimately involved with the
expansion that has taken place at Berth 1/5,
increasing the total availability quay frontage
from 1000 ft. to 2970 ft. and total reclamation
from 25 to 62 acres. This expansion along with
other improvements carried out by MTL has
meant that the maximum operating capacity of
the terminal has been raised from 100,000
TEU’s for Berth 1 to 375,000 TEU’s for Berth
1/5 plus the transtainers.
The initial design for Berth 5 started in
March 1974 with the award of a marine site
investigation contract. Unfortunately the world
wide recession at that time directly affected the
volume of cargo passing through Hong Kong
and because of this the viability of Berth 5 was
in doubt. While MTL were eagerly consulting
their crystal ball to forecast future throughputs to justify Berth 5, SWK proceeded with an
outline design.
However, in August 1974 MTL combined
with Hongkong & Kowloon Wharf and Godown
Co. Ltd. in a joint venture, Modern Terminals
(Berth 5) Ltd., to develop and operate Berth 5.
This was good news for SWK, until it was found
out that the first ship would be arriving at
Berth 5 in November 1975. Construction there
fore had to begin in October 1974 to enable
sufficient quay structure to be completed by
September 1975 for the erection of the first
quay crane.
Detailed design started in August 1974 and
the contract documents went out to tender in
mid-September.
Robin
Osborn, Richard
Denton-Cox (except for a period spent cele
brat ing his nupt ials), Rohe rt Mair and Plol
Parry, ably assisted by many others achieved
what many had thought to be impossible. The

contract for the first stage (quay wall finger
pier and the bulk of sea wall, reclamation,
drainage and paving) was awarded to Gammon
(ilK) Ltd. on 18th October 1974. The
contractor had offered an alternative design for
the quay structure using precast units as-he felt
that this was the only way the extremely tight
completion dptes could be met. SWK under
took to supply design data to the contractor
for him to detail the precast units which was
scrutinised by SWK before being issued:
Richard Denton-Cox and Robert Mair had
the unenviable task of ensuring that the con
tractor was never kept waiting for information.
At the same time Doug Miller followed by
Mike Chalmers kept up a continual barrage
at Government departments to get clearance
of the borrow areas, and other statutory
approvals and still keep one step ahead of the
contractor.
Meanwhile work had started on dredging for
the rock mound sea wall and the first problem
that was encountered was the client’s require
ment for all marine plant to be moved each
time a vessel berthed or departed from Berth 1.
There were also two ships, while attempting to
berth, that accidently overshot and slightly
damaged the steadily advancing Berth 5 quay
structure. There was one other near miss but
lOW Tom ‘the dredge’ Letham stood at the
expected point of impact and with powers, far
surpassing those claimed by Yuri Geller, dared
the ship to touch the quay. Such was Tom’s
way that the ship stopped with inches to spare.
Berth 5 became fully operational in April
1976. Buildings and electrical works associated
with the development were carried out by other
contractors. SWK were assisted on electrical
matters by J. Roger Preston & Partners.
About this time Hong Kong’s economy
began to pick up and the volume of exports to
increase rapidly. The Client soon realised
that his projected throughputs for the first
stage of Berth 5 would soon be exceeded and
it was therefore decided to reclaim the
remaining six acres to extend the Berth 5
terminal area. This work commenced in May
1976 and was completed by November 1976.
However, during this period MTL found that
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—
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THE FOLLOWING ARE CELEBRATING THEIR
SILVER JUBILLEE WITH SWK
Stanley Elliott, Joe Lindsay, Michael Guilford, Cheung Kam Chiu, Leung Yue Kai,
Henley Lo.
20-YEAR PRESENTS SINCE THE LAST
PONTIFACT
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10-YEAR PRESENTS SINCE THE LAST
PONTIFACT
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Berth 5 became fully operational in April
1976. Buildings and electrical works associated
with the development were carried out by other
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About this time Hong Kong’s economy
began to pick up and the volume of exports to
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1976 and was completed by November 1976.
However, during this period MTL found that
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they would have to increase their container
storage capacity even further to cope with the
increasing number of empty containers being
held in Hong Kong by the shipping lines. They
decided therefore to install what are believed to
be the largest transtainers in the world, which
enable containers to be stacked six high and in
a 2-1 5-2 configuration. SWK were instructed to
design the foundations and associated works for
these rail-mounted transtainers. A pair of piled
crane rail beams 1250 ft. long traversing varied
ground conditions with piles varying in length
from 15 ft. to 140 ft. had to be constructed in
six months. Gammon (HK) Ltd. were again the
contractors and the extremely tight contract
was finished six weeks ahead of programme.
Peter
Everyone (from original site staff
Bros (RE), now building underground railways;
Robert Mair (ARE) now squashing models of
underground railways; Torn ‘the dredge’
—

Letham (TOW) now building seawalls in Arabia;
Ian Ross (lOW) now in his element working
alongside a brewery on the Tuen Mun Road;
S.L. Cheung (ARE) now contracting at Sha Tin
New Town; to everyone still associated with
Berth 5 i.e. Phil Parry and H.C. Kwong on site
and Richard Denton-Cox and Mike Chalmers in
the office) agrees that it has been a most
rewarding experience being associated with this
project, especially as it was completed on time.
For the statistically minded: on all the con
tracts associated with Berth 5 a total of 2334
miles of piles have been driven; 28000 cu. yd.
of concrete poured; 1.2 million cu. yd. of soft
material excavated and filled; 780000 cu. yd.
mud dredged; 410000 cu. yd. rock excavated
and crushed; 15.5 acres of borrow area plat
forms formed for Government; all within two
and a half years.
Phil Parry

SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST
1st June 1977

On the trail of
a stuffed lion
London, May 31.
Maurice Hopkins is looking
for the lion that ate his uncle.
The lion is stuffed. But it
has become something of a
holy grail to the retired
London businessman. He is
dedicated to unravelling a
family tale that began in 1894
along the shores of Lake
Nyasa, which now divides
Malawi and Mozambique.
Mr Hopkins’ uncle, Dr
Elrington McKay, was out
hunting one day in the hot
African sun when he and the
golden beast tangled. Dr
McKay, chewed up and
mortally wounded, managed
to shoot the lion and when the
doctor died a few days later

SWK MOVES TO LARGER BRANCH OFFICE IN TSUEN WAN
In 1973 the Hong Kong Government embanked on a massive development programme
to improve living and working conditions for
the people of Hong Kong. The main instrument
of this policy was the development of three
“new towns” (they would be called cities
anywhere else) in the New Territories. SWK
were entrusted with the planning, design and
construction of the vast civil engineering works
for two of these new towns Tuen Mun and
Tsuen Wan.
One condition of appointment was: the
work must be done from an office in one of the
Tsuen Wan. So in September
new towns
1973 we rented the first floor (there were 22
more above us) of a “spec” block in the centre
of Tsuen Wan, rapidly established teams of
engineers, draughtsmen, secretaries, drivers and
an amah and we were in business until a month
or so later when, after the middle-east con
frontation, and a precipitous decline in trade
and business, the Government ran out of
money and the brakes were applied suddenly to
almost all non-recurrent spending. The New
Town work became little more than a holding
operation hoping for better days.
As recently as March 1976 the Financial
Secretary was still forecasting a budget
deficiency of some HK$300 million for 1976
77; a month later he revised this and estimated
that the books would be in balance (he had for
gotten to count the number of blue jeans Hong
Kong had been pouring into America and
Europe to satisfy the 1976 denim craze). A
—

—

—

—

the lion was stuffed, sent back
to England anç lost.
Mr Hopkins. says another’
uncle came aciös th stu(fe
beast on display in a tea rqp.
shortly before World War II.
He knew it vas thç right lion
because .t bère a brass
inscription plate: “This is the
lion that killed Dr E. F.
McKay.”
The family again lost track
of the animal. Mr Hopkins
said that for the past several
years he has been prowling
London auction houses trying
to pick up its trail. But so far
his safari has not turned up
the lion that ate Uncle
Elrington.
—

-

AP.

News of Morris’s retirement had not yet penetrated to Hong Kong. No doubt he has become
accustomed to mis-spelling of his name.

The firm has equipped its newly acquired
office in Tsuen Wan with a sophisticated
burglar alarm system. Partner A, visiting out of
office hours, managed to set this off, resulting
in successive telephone calls from the equip
ment suppliers and a security organisation and
visits from two plain-clothes detectives, six
uniformed policemen, a policewoman and an
extremely irate caretaker who had been roused

month later a large surplus was forecast and as
the year went by this grew and grew to a heady
HK$900 million (Who says engineers are lousy
at estimates).

Spend was the cry. Design, draw, call
tenders, let contracts, was the call. Expand
staff. But where can that new engineer go? In
that corner, in that corridor, in the conference
room. Yes, buf there is a limit.
Obviously much more space was required:
easier said than done in Tsuen Wan.
But after much searching of the town it was
2 first floor of
decided to purchase the 1000 m
another high-rise “spec” block across the car
park from the first office. Buy it, November;
appoint the architect, design the interior; find
a builder, December, and build; day and night,
over Christmas and (Western) New Year
(luckily, this doesn’t count for much here),
windows,
night shifts now; 120 workers
partitions, floors, wiring, ducting, air condition
ing plant, telephones, knock holes in floors,
new stairs, smart entrance, carpeting (where it
counts); pack up in the old office, Friday
afternoon (DRB goes out on site!); unpack in
the new office Saturday and Sunday; and
full-out back in business at 10.00 a.m. on
Monday 8th January 1977.
If Hong Kong booms much more we will
—

perhaps try it again next Christmas. Anyone

want to attempt a new office-move speed
record?
DRB

by the bell ringing about six inches from his
ear. Partner A prudently resisted an inclination
to explain that he had merely been testing the
speed of reaction to an alarm, and the incident
ended amicably except that Partner A is still
regarded as a figure of fun by the office staff
and the caretaker promptly disconnected the
bell in his cubicle.
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Robin Osborn joined the firm in 1960 direct
from Cambridge and worked in the office and
on site on the Cheshire Section of the M6
Motorway. In 1964 he joined the Hong Kong
firm to work on the Plover Cove Water Scheme.
Between 1967 and 1970 he gained contracting
experience with Kier Ltd. and then represented
a local residents’ association at the Roskil
Commission on the Third London Airport. He
returned to Hong Kong in 1970 to lead the
team responsible for the Kwai Chung Container
Terminal and then turned to New Town
developments, becoming an Associate of the
Hong Kong firm in 1974. The Osborns have
three sons (two made in Hong Kong). Robin
enjoys hill walking in the New Territories and
playing adventurous golf whilst Gillian spends
any spare time on a horse and has represented
Hong Kong in equestrian events.

HONG KONG SPORTS & SOCIAL GROUP

\Lu
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---
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On the 1st July, 1977 it was announced that Robin Osborn had been taken into the Hong Kong
Partnership, and that Richard Denton-Cox had become an Associate of the Hong Kong firm.

Richard Denton-Cox was educated at
Taunton School and the University of Newcastle
upon Tyne. He joined the UK firm in 1965 at
the Kendal Office and spent the next two and a
half years working on the design of the M6
Motorway. Following a period in the Bridges
section of London Office he was appointed to
the resident site staff for the Muscat and
Muttrah Fresh Water Supply Project in the
Sultanate of oman in 1968, staying in Muscat
for the next two and a half years.
In 1971 Richard joined the Hong Kong firm
on the resident site staff for Kwai Chung
Container Terminal Berths 2 and 3; remaining
on site as Resident Engineer until final com
pletion in 1973. Returning mto the design
office he was involved in the initiation of the
New Towns Projects. In 1974 he assumed
responsibility for private developments suc
cessively for Outboard Marine International and
Dow Chemical Company on Tsing Yi and for
the development of Kwai Chung Container
Terminal BerthS.
Richard is married with a son and a daughter
and lists his outside interests as living in the
depths of the rural New Territories; emerging
only to play enthusiastic and erratic golf.

Lest all work and no play makes a dull staff,
the SWK Sports & Social Group was inaugur
ated in 1973 with patronising objectives:
“To encourage the members interest in, and
advance their knowledge of, sports and
social functions” and
“To unite the members in the pursuit of
their common interests outside office
work”
that is the quest. The group is sponsored by
the firm with a monthly subsidy, and its mem
bership is, naturally, open to all SWK staff.
With the onset of the year 1977, the Group
has undertaken a structural reform in expand.
ing its Committee to comprise a Chairman, an
Hon. Secretary, an Hon. Treasurer, and repre
sentatives of the various SWK Offices. The
green office bearers issue ‘Green’ circulars on
Club news
a becoming tint for heralding
coming events on green, green hills, fields and
waters! An engineering survey was also con
ducted to gather preferences of functions
from our engineering colleagues. Programmes
for the accordingly prepared functions are
announced well in advance to allow room for
comments and suggestions. The new measures
are obviously welcome, and the membership
—

—

V
\,

swells to over a hundred.
The first function of our civil group was a
mass barbecue held on 27th February at Bride’s
Pool. Participants numbered around 100,
comprising members and their friends/families.
(The site however was in need of a construction
project to prQvlde convenience for the public!)
Sports events, on the other hand, started with
the Lindsay Cup Competition series com
mencing in mid-March. Trilateral matches were
played in pursuit of the final triumph, among
teams of the Star House Office, Tsuen Wan
Office and All Sites Combined. The names of
the games
badminton, basketball, soccer and
table-tennis. The contests were completed by
the end of April, and the Presentation of the
Trophy to the winners, Combined Sites, took
place on 6th May.
Attractions in the summer months: a camping
trip to the Ma Wan Youth Camp is being
organised. Next on the bill is the Club’s deter
mination to better its achievement in last year’s
Dragon Boat Race. (We were eliminated in our
heat, but by no means disgraced Ed.)
We look forward to an eventful year with
flying colours (green and/or otherwise)!
—

—

—

John Chai
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Attractions in the summer months: a camping
trip to the Ma Wan Youth Camp is being
organised. Next on the bill is the Club’s deter
mination to better its achievement in last year’s
Dragon Boat Race. (We were eliminated in our
heat, but by no means disgraced Ed.)
We look forward to an eventful year with
flying colours (green and/or otherwise)!
—

—

—

John Chai
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A TALE OF TWO ARBITRATIONS
i

Introduction
;%“_

“I was going to invite the shorthand writers,
especially during my opening, to interrupt me
at once if! swallow my words.”
“A. If we are not careful about this we are
going to get in a muddle.
B. All I can say, Sir, is you should see my
room in chambers. This case, Sir, had me more
beaten than usual.”
The Dispute
“Now Sir, I notice that it said in St
Matthew’s Gospel: ‘Agree with thy adversary
quickly, whilst thou art still in the way with
him’, and as you will hear, the parties to this
arbitration have indeed attempted to agree with
each other quickly, while they were still in the
way, but nonetheless, unfortunately, come now
before you with some disputes for judgement.
Happily, I think it is not likely that anybody is
likely to be cast into goal as a result.”
“War didn’t break out during this contract
so we can forget clause 115.”
“There was a great deal of discussion
because, as I say, the parties were always dis
cussing and there was a lot of co-operation
going on. As I understood the matter relation
ships remained happy. I don’t think it was one
of those contracts
happily
where the
parties regarded each other as enemies. If I
might digress for a moment
in one contract
in which I was consulted the project manager,
as he was called, seized hold of the resident
engineer by his collar and threw him off the
site.”
—

—

—

C-

Friendly Banter
“A. Have we got that drawing?
B. Did we put it in?
A. Did we give it a number? This ought to
be given a number
B. You should have given it a number.
A. My Friend always speaks to me as
though I were a naughty boy in school who
hasn’t done his work very well.”
[Loud hammering from outside]
“A. May I tell My Learned Jiriend he has
been totally defeated by the noise of the
hammering.

and sometimes we get free advertising

B. Temporarily defeated
C. Mr ‘A’, have you any information on
this hammering or not.
A. I am very sorry we don’t know what
it is.
C. I wondered if you knew.
—

I don’t see why he is indignant.
“A
B. I’m not indignant.
A.
B. When I’m indignant, by jove Sir you’ll
know it, I’m not in the least indignant at the
moment.
A. I am glad to hear it.”
“A. Don’t get angry with me.
B. I am not getting angry.
A. You sound extraordinarily angry to me.”
“A. We have got a translation.
B. I have a translation too except I have
buried it.”
“A. That is what I am trying to say. I am
merely twisting my tongue round it.
B. I thought you were twisting, yes.”
“A. Can I interrupt a moment?
B. I wonder if My Friend would not con
tinue to interrupt?
A. Are you withdrawing what you told me
about privilege?
B. I am not withdrawing what I told you
about privilege. I wish My Friend would stop
heckling me, Sir. I find his attitude most tire
some.
A. Sorry, I thought you had changed your
course.
B. I am not changing my course. All I am
saying is that I do not like you continually
heckling me.
A. Sorry.”
“The only thing that occurred to me when
he was making this submission is [the sugges
tion that ] ‘it is hereby cancelled’ must mean
[that ] it is retrospective. I am glad I am not
Mr ‘X’s news agent, because when he stops his
papers, presumably he does not expect to pay
for what he had already had. I sincerely submit
that the normal principle is if somebody gives a
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site instruction or any variation order, it cannot
be retrospectve. Nobody would genuinely
believe, unless they were engaged in a sort of
power struggle, that it was, or put forward that
kind of argument. It is all part and parcel of the
story of the thing.”
Engineering Made Easy
“One of the uncertainties which the en
gineers foresaw was the question of poor [sic]
water pressures and the dissipation of those
pressures on the stability of the dam.”
“I’m afraid that the difficulty with this is
that I have found these plain drawings ex
ceedingly difficult to understand and it wasn’t
until I came to ‘A’ and had them explained to
me by Mr ‘X’ that light dawned and he was able
to raise the sun on the darkness of my mind by
showing me a coloured drawing.”
“Now, I have asked how the suction on the
dredger works and I understand, Sir, what it
does
it has a sort of frame there which is
called a ladder which lowers into the water
which has a tube on it and at the end of that
tube there is a cutter which goes round and cuts
enormous
up the sand and acts like an
Hoover and hoovers up the sand and water and
that is deposited, sent through a pipe some
distance into a barge.”
—

...

“You see the dredger ‘A’ which you see is a
just under !he mast
pretty large-sized vessel
where it is flying the ‘Not under Command’
two balls, so she is not at the moment capable
of controlling her movements. She is never
capable of controlling her movements. That is
why she is always ‘Not under Command’.”
[Like any wife Ed.]
.

.

than one approach.”
Lighter Moments
[Looking at photograph
“Right in the distance is the ‘A’ doing
dredging or something like that. A white flag
seems to have been hoisted, does it mean
surrender?”
“A. Now, when I say congestion, I mean
from a marine point of view. What you have to
remember is that there may have been space
between the vessels on the surface but under
neath the boats there were cables and anchors
and things. I am perhaps remembering my days
as a sailor when I thought 200 yards apart was
uncomfortably close to pass something.
B. You’re not suggesting that it was quite
like Portsmouth Harbour.
A. No, not like that.”
“A. As you see from this volume, it has
already had several different coloured versions
and quite frankly the whole of [this I claim
is a dog’s dinner, if I may use a collo
Can I just say this finally, it bears
quialism
absolutely no relationship to what My Friend
has been saying.
B. If it is a dog’s dinner Sir, it is one of the
new versions of Kennomeat which, if you
watch the Independent Television at home, you
will see is more nourishing than ever and stands
up like a jelly on the plate.-”
...

.

—

“Clay is a plastic material, so when you roll
it in your hand it becomes like a sausage,
whereas if you try to roll sand it won’t do
anything of the sort.”
“No, 10 ft apart, but the table is expressed
in metres but I have converted it into feet 3.3
ft to the metre because I find it easier to con
ceive of feet owing to my elementary education
which is trying hard to catch up with metri
cation.”
—

“I rather gather that when you open a
quarry, as when you cook an egg, there is more

“I draw attention to the multiplicity of
questions in this [ other ] case not by way of
criticism of the arbitrator [ concerned ] but in
the hope that other arbitrators may be per
suaded to resist the temptation to set examina
tion papers for the Court. Provided that
arbitrators find all the facts which are necessary
to enable parties to make their respective sub
missions in law, the fewer and more general
the questions of law for decision by the Court
the better.”
“A. Why are you baffled?
B. Well, it shows such a complex piece of
ground. I mean, it is the most complex piece
of ground I have seen in my life. You can see
from the shapes of the hills and the outcrops
and the landslides, and you just have to look
at the linear features and you know something
funny is going on.”

“I am trying to project myself back to the
end of 1964 but without a time machine it’s
not particularly easy.”
“A. What happened to the drilling equip
ment between April and August 1966?
B. I don’t know.
A. I’m afraid the gesture you made does
not go on to the transcript unless it’s spelt
‘p-h-f-t-t-t’.
C. Mr ‘D’ might have known.
A. It’s suggested that Mr ‘D’ might know;
well, I don’t think he might. But surely it was
standing idle, wasn’t it, Mr ‘B’?
B. Frankly I don’t know.”
“I must say I am rather relieved, I was
beginning to get a little tired of talking inces
santly and I am sure everybody was getting
tired of listening to me incessantly.”
“You can find some graphic comments on
these vehicles in the diary of the swamp. Mr
‘X’ reminds of the occasions, and there are
certain references in C38 of the vehicles going
like the clappers. But it is also fair to say there
are rather more references to those Bedford
vehicles being clapped out rather than
clapping.”
Soil Mechanics Simplified
“A. Can you say anything about what you
think the material shown there is as in two of
the photographs there is a man who is putting
his hands in it.
B. It’s very familiar.
A. What is it?
B. Looks very like the stuff at Cadiz. Sort
of silty fine sand, I would say. It has the
texture, its behaviour is consistent with it being
silty fine sand without knowing what it is.
A. With regard to the colour of it, from
your experience you have been in the tropics
and you see the colour of the man’s skin: is
that the sort of colour you would expect to see
on a white man who has been in the tropics for
a while?
C. Is Dr ‘B’ a dermatologist?
A. I am drawing on his experience as a man
of the worid.
C. Particularly as there is an issue as to the
voracity [sic] of the colours.
—

A. Yes, that is why I am drawing attention
to it.
B. The colour isn’t quite right but it’s con
sistent with that and I would think it was a
European who had been in the sun.”
“A. Can we look at those photographs again
we were looking at during your evidence in
chief’? The one showing the sun-tanned knees
and the dirty socks, number 124. That material
shown in pho,tograph 124 is, I think you have
said, whatevef it may be, has got itself into a
slurry condition?
B. Yes.”
A. If you did know what the compressi
bility characteristics of the same clay in a virgin
state if that is meaningful to you, it is a term
we have been using from Casagrande?
B. The term is meaningful for me.
A. It seems in soils you can restore
virginity! But if you had no compressibility
characteristics of the same clay in a virgin or
un-pre-compressed state, then the only safe
assumption for design purposes, if you were
going to use clay in that way I have described,
is the assumption that clay dug up, carted,
dumped and dozed into the water, would have
the same characteristics in terms of compressi
bility as the virgin clay?
B. I disagree completely.”
—

Confusion Confounded
“A. If I say to you, in that even the con
tractor should have asked himself what signi
ficance these flat-bottomed areas had and
should have sought further information from
the engineer about groun conditions in those
areas, what would your answer be?
B. I am a little confused; the question went
on for a long time. I am a little bit confused
about whether I want to say ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to
that question.
A. It is not a question of ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
Having regard to the flat-bottomed valleys
shown on the drawing, should the contractor
have asked himself whether they had any
significance?
“B. Yes, he should have asked himself.”
“A. Are you speaking of this small plan that
has just been put in?
B. Yes.
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A. Is this to be an exhibit?
C. Yes, C71.
A. Can we give it a name?
B. Section on drawing 6680/257.
A. Plotted to exaggerated vertical scale, is
what it comes to.
D. Yes.
A. What is that in two or three words?

C. It is the section shown on drawing 257A
plotted to similar exaggerated scales to those
on the appendices to the points of claim.
A. I said ‘In a few words’!
B. It is all really all said at the bottom of
the drawing itself. If one substitutes ‘sections
from drawing 257’ it will be perfect.”

THE TANO RIVER EXPEDITION
Heave!” and the boat
“One, two three
didn’t even budge. We were up to our waists in
muddy water trying to lift the boat over a large
tree trunk wedged between the opposite banks
of the river. We had been pushing and shoving
the boat all morning and were definitely getting
tired. We tried again and the boat freed itself
with a rush; Bryan lost his balance and dis
appeared in a cloud of spray while I fielded a
heavy mass of rubber in my midrift. We decided
it was time for a pause and found a shady rock
to moor up to for lunch.
It was all Gil’s idea. He was carrying out an
economic appraisal for a new road between
Bibiani and Dormaa Ahenkro, and was looking
for a suitable bridge site for crossing the Tano
river. The area is thick timber interspersed with
cocoa farms and pretty inaccessible so the
logical method of investigating the river was by
boat. Someone had seen the lower reaches of
the river and told us it would be “no problem”
and so here we were manhandling a large rubber
dinghy complete with outboard, provisions,
petrol and other numerous heavy objects,
including Gil’s briefcase, down the upper
reaches of the river at the end of the dry
season.
The expedition got off to a start. We had
spent the night before at Mirn Timber camp,
—

which is a little oasis of luxury in the middle of
the bush. After a swim and evening meal at the
club, we had spent the evening being regaled
with hunting tales and stories about various
animals found in the area. One man had been
attacked by a herd of baboon and escaped by
shooting the leader. Another had recently seed
a leopard and of course elephant, though less
common than they used to be, were still
around. They reckoned that the water level in
the river was low and it would take us at least
three days to reach Tanodumasi. We had
reckoned on one day and were not equipped
for a night in the bush. However having got so
far we couldn’t turn back and next morning
found us haggling with the villagers at Nobekaw
for porters to carry the boat to the river. The
boat and equipment was split into eight headloads and we walked the two miles from the
road to the river.
The village children considered that watching
three “Brunis” assemble a rubber dinghy was
better educational value than school and a large
party of spectators followed us to the river.
Luckily we had had a dry run at assembling the
boat on Gil’s verandah, and to the wonder of
all the boat was blown up, bolted together and
launched with creditable efficiency. Our drivers
were instructed to meet us at Tanodumasi, 150

miles away by road, and off we went. Our
equipment was optimistic; Gil Thomas had his
briefcase, compass, and notebook to hand;
Bryan Lambert was dressed for a day on the
river with a golf umbrella for the heat of the
day; I was in charge of the 1½ H.P. outboard
motor but we set off under paddles since the
river wasn’t deep enough. We rounded the first
bend in style to the cheers of the villagers and
came to our first obstacle, a tree across the
river. This was the first of many. Some we
could squeeze under, some we could float over
or around but a lot we had physically to lift the
boat over or carry it around the bank. The river
itself meandered a lot and the three trunks got
jammed at the corners which didn’t help
matters. Very soon we had all been in up to our
armpits, for however shallow the river there
were plenty of deep spots, and we quickly lost
all sense of distance or direction. Between
bends there were short clear stretches when we
used the motor but this too was prone to
mishap. The petrol feed was very loosely
attached to the engine and easily became
detached, usually during a crisis. On one
occasion I was congratulating myself on a deft
bit of steering between a tree stump and a large
thorn bush when the engine cut out. Bryan and
Gil started paddling, but to no avail, and we hit
the thorns at speed, only to find that as well as
being prickly they harboured a nest of red ants.
We were still picking them out of the boat at
the end of the day.
By the time we stopped for lunch, our com
petence at handling the boat had greatly
improved. The river was getting deeper and
although there were still plenty of large trees
across the river, the gaps between them were
bigger. We had stopped at a ferry point and
after much studying of the map and aerial
photographs we decided that we must be about
halfway, near Anwiem village. Obviously we
would have no trouble getting to Tanodumasi
by dusk and the people at Mim were just being
pessimistic. We had scotch eggs, sausage rolls
and beer for lunch and set off again in high
spirits.
The afternoon was as arduous as the
morning and it was with a distinct sense of dis
illusionment that we reached Anwiem at 5.00
p.m. that evening having covered six miles as

the crow flies. The villagers were fishing and
had felled four very large trees across the river
for their fish traps. It was too much. We walked
down the bank and about thirty laughing and
shouting villagers carried the boat over the trees
to the clear water beyond. When we got under
way again we found in the excitement the oil
for the two stroke mix had been spilt so that
not only was everthing slippery, but we would
have to conserve fuel for the motor.
We stoppedthat night at six o’clock to make
camp. Bryan and Gil collected wood and made
a fire and I baled out the boat and cleared up
the oil. By the time it was dark the coffee was
boiling and life looked distinctly rosier. We
decided to set off at first light in the morning
and if we hadn’t reached Sireso, the next village,
by 11.00 a.m. we would stop and head the boat
out to Tanodumasi with porters. We didn’t have
enough water for another night out. We slept
the night in the boat, tied up to a convenient
branch in midstream as a protection against
ants and other small animals but we heard
plenty of larger beasts about. Thinking of the
baboons, leopards and elephants of the evening
before, I for one was glad to be in midstream.
Next morning we had a clear run for the first
few hours and hardly had to get out of the
boat. This was boating in style; it was a lovely
morning and we had time to sit and appreciate
it. There were plenty of birds about, especially
kingfishers, but we didn’t see any animals pro
bably because the noise of the engine
frightened them away. We reached Sireso at
10.30 a.m. and confidently continued down
stream. Obviously our troubles were now over
as the river next flowed down a long reach of
about 5 miles then a few wiggles and so to
we would be there for lunch.
Tanodumasi
About half a mile downstream from Sireso
excellent for a bridging site but
we hit rocks
bad for navigation. Our long reach turned out
to be wide and shallow with plenty of rocks
interspersed with very sharp oyster beds.
Dragging the boat down this was even more
arduous than before and we soon had several
holes in the bottom from the oysters so that
the water which came in added to the dead
weight of the boat. We continued to make slow
progress when we were overtaken by about five
canoeists. The canoes were very basic craft, no
—
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A. Is this to be an exhibit?
C. Yes, C71.
A. Can we give it a name?
B. Section on drawing 6680/257.
A. Plotted to exaggerated vertical scale, is
what it comes to.
D. Yes.
A. What is that in two or three words?

C. It is the section shown on drawing 257A
plotted to similar exaggerated scales to those
on the appendices to the points of claim.
A. I said ‘In a few words’!
B. It is all really all said at the bottom of
the drawing itself. If one substitutes ‘sections
from drawing 257’ it will be perfect.”

THE TANO RIVER EXPEDITION
Heave!” and the boat
“One, two three
didn’t even budge. We were up to our waists in
muddy water trying to lift the boat over a large
tree trunk wedged between the opposite banks
of the river. We had been pushing and shoving
the boat all morning and were definitely getting
tired. We tried again and the boat freed itself
with a rush; Bryan lost his balance and dis
appeared in a cloud of spray while I fielded a
heavy mass of rubber in my midrift. We decided
it was time for a pause and found a shady rock
to moor up to for lunch.
It was all Gil’s idea. He was carrying out an
economic appraisal for a new road between
Bibiani and Dormaa Ahenkro, and was looking
for a suitable bridge site for crossing the Tano
river. The area is thick timber interspersed with
cocoa farms and pretty inaccessible so the
logical method of investigating the river was by
boat. Someone had seen the lower reaches of
the river and told us it would be “no problem”
and so here we were manhandling a large rubber
dinghy complete with outboard, provisions,
petrol and other numerous heavy objects,
including Gil’s briefcase, down the upper
reaches of the river at the end of the dry
season.
The expedition got off to a start. We had
spent the night before at Mirn Timber camp,
—

which is a little oasis of luxury in the middle of
the bush. After a swim and evening meal at the
club, we had spent the evening being regaled
with hunting tales and stories about various
animals found in the area. One man had been
attacked by a herd of baboon and escaped by
shooting the leader. Another had recently seed
a leopard and of course elephant, though less
common than they used to be, were still
around. They reckoned that the water level in
the river was low and it would take us at least
three days to reach Tanodumasi. We had
reckoned on one day and were not equipped
for a night in the bush. However having got so
far we couldn’t turn back and next morning
found us haggling with the villagers at Nobekaw
for porters to carry the boat to the river. The
boat and equipment was split into eight headloads and we walked the two miles from the
road to the river.
The village children considered that watching
three “Brunis” assemble a rubber dinghy was
better educational value than school and a large
party of spectators followed us to the river.
Luckily we had had a dry run at assembling the
boat on Gil’s verandah, and to the wonder of
all the boat was blown up, bolted together and
launched with creditable efficiency. Our drivers
were instructed to meet us at Tanodumasi, 150

miles away by road, and off we went. Our
equipment was optimistic; Gil Thomas had his
briefcase, compass, and notebook to hand;
Bryan Lambert was dressed for a day on the
river with a golf umbrella for the heat of the
day; I was in charge of the 1½ H.P. outboard
motor but we set off under paddles since the
river wasn’t deep enough. We rounded the first
bend in style to the cheers of the villagers and
came to our first obstacle, a tree across the
river. This was the first of many. Some we
could squeeze under, some we could float over
or around but a lot we had physically to lift the
boat over or carry it around the bank. The river
itself meandered a lot and the three trunks got
jammed at the corners which didn’t help
matters. Very soon we had all been in up to our
armpits, for however shallow the river there
were plenty of deep spots, and we quickly lost
all sense of distance or direction. Between
bends there were short clear stretches when we
used the motor but this too was prone to
mishap. The petrol feed was very loosely
attached to the engine and easily became
detached, usually during a crisis. On one
occasion I was congratulating myself on a deft
bit of steering between a tree stump and a large
thorn bush when the engine cut out. Bryan and
Gil started paddling, but to no avail, and we hit
the thorns at speed, only to find that as well as
being prickly they harboured a nest of red ants.
We were still picking them out of the boat at
the end of the day.
By the time we stopped for lunch, our com
petence at handling the boat had greatly
improved. The river was getting deeper and
although there were still plenty of large trees
across the river, the gaps between them were
bigger. We had stopped at a ferry point and
after much studying of the map and aerial
photographs we decided that we must be about
halfway, near Anwiem village. Obviously we
would have no trouble getting to Tanodumasi
by dusk and the people at Mim were just being
pessimistic. We had scotch eggs, sausage rolls
and beer for lunch and set off again in high
spirits.
The afternoon was as arduous as the
morning and it was with a distinct sense of dis
illusionment that we reached Anwiem at 5.00
p.m. that evening having covered six miles as

the crow flies. The villagers were fishing and
had felled four very large trees across the river
for their fish traps. It was too much. We walked
down the bank and about thirty laughing and
shouting villagers carried the boat over the trees
to the clear water beyond. When we got under
way again we found in the excitement the oil
for the two stroke mix had been spilt so that
not only was everthing slippery, but we would
have to conserve fuel for the motor.
We stoppedthat night at six o’clock to make
camp. Bryan and Gil collected wood and made
a fire and I baled out the boat and cleared up
the oil. By the time it was dark the coffee was
boiling and life looked distinctly rosier. We
decided to set off at first light in the morning
and if we hadn’t reached Sireso, the next village,
by 11.00 a.m. we would stop and head the boat
out to Tanodumasi with porters. We didn’t have
enough water for another night out. We slept
the night in the boat, tied up to a convenient
branch in midstream as a protection against
ants and other small animals but we heard
plenty of larger beasts about. Thinking of the
baboons, leopards and elephants of the evening
before, I for one was glad to be in midstream.
Next morning we had a clear run for the first
few hours and hardly had to get out of the
boat. This was boating in style; it was a lovely
morning and we had time to sit and appreciate
it. There were plenty of birds about, especially
kingfishers, but we didn’t see any animals pro
bably because the noise of the engine
frightened them away. We reached Sireso at
10.30 a.m. and confidently continued down
stream. Obviously our troubles were now over
as the river next flowed down a long reach of
about 5 miles then a few wiggles and so to
we would be there for lunch.
Tanodumasi
About half a mile downstream from Sireso
excellent for a bridging site but
we hit rocks
bad for navigation. Our long reach turned out
to be wide and shallow with plenty of rocks
interspersed with very sharp oyster beds.
Dragging the boat down this was even more
arduous than before and we soon had several
holes in the bottom from the oysters so that
the water which came in added to the dead
weight of the boat. We continued to make slow
progress when we were overtaken by about five
canoeists. The canoes were very basic craft, no
—
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more than shaped logs about ten feet long by a
foot wide, but very manoeuvrable. They
escorted us for a while much impressed by our
“fine boat” and pointed out the deeper parts of
the river. Having seen us past their fishnets they
turned back with the assurance that Tanodumasi
was not far.
Gradually the river got deeper, and the
obstacles less frequent. Again we had lost all
sense of distance or direction and so it was very
comforting to meet a conoeist from Tanodumasi.
He said that there were no more “big sticks”
across the river and although untrue, this
cheered us up considerably. We were now able
to increase speed as we were no longer afraid of
running out of petrol and at about 6.00 p.m.,
just as it was beginning to get dark we rounded

a bend to see fires on the shore at Tanodumasi.
The whole village turned out to welcome us and
carry the boat up to the truck. We were so
exhausted we just stood and watched, and then
allowed ourselves to be escorted to the Chief’s
house for a reviving beer it has never tasted
so good.
The report on the new road was published in
March and in the small print I discovered the
following sentence “An inspection by boat
along the river (Tano) from Nobekaw to Tano
dumasi; confirmed that there should be little
One
difficulty in finding a bridge site
wonders if the reader fully appreciated the
effort behind those words.
Kim Candler
—

FLATFOOTED, FAT AND FORTY?
Few engineers in Hong Kong and even fewer
elsewhere will realise that in this Crown Colony
there exists a dedicated band of men, who each
Monday evening, come rain, hail or typhoon,
roam the hills, highways, bridges, reservoirs,
earth slopes, drains and even sewers of Hong
Kong checking here, there and, indeed, every
where as is clearly demonstrated to all by their
frequent calls of “checking” to one another as
they clamber over bridge parapets and dis
appear into culverts.
Those who hear this oft-repeated cry might
wonder at such dedication directed apparently
to ensuring the safety of the Colony’s 4 million
inhabitants from any potential civil engineering
disaster. Their wonder would be misdirected
however, for what they hear are not the bellows
of a band of budding Brunels intent on
checking, during their leisure hours, that all is
well with things engineering but the howls of
a horde of horrible hairy hooligans known as
the Hong Kong Hash House Harriers, “H4”
for the sake of brevity. What the “hounds”
check for, and sometimes even find are trails
laid in chalk and flour over assorted engineering
masterpieces interspersed with long stretches of
open country. The trails are laid a little earlier
in the day by the “hare” or “hares” who set
out to lead the “hounds” a merry dance up hili
and down dale, incorporating false trails and

“checks” at times in order to strike a balance
between the disgusting athletic achievements of
the younger Hashmen and the determined
plodding of Hash veterans like myself! If laid
with some degree of wisdom, which rarely
happens, the run should last approximately one
hour and, depending on the skill or sheer luck
of the hares, the whole ‘pack’, as it called,
should arrive back at the starting point with not
more than 10 minutes elapsing between the
arrival of the 1st and last runners. To my own
knowledge, one run lasted 2½ hours, for the
fastest runner, and the last man staggered in
after 4 hours!
What, one might ask, is the purpose of this
mad, athletic-type, folly which in Hong Kong
encourages a motley crew of some 50 men of
all shapes, sizes and certainly ages to run, walk
and occasionally crawl over what appears to be
a Commando Training Obstacle Course for an
hour or more every Monday evening? Answer
one would get from most Hashmen and
possibly from quite a few of their critics would
be “to get back to the beer” because that is
what is waiting in large quantities at the finish
point, stacked up in a van which also turns out
weekly for every run.
Within 5 or 10 minutes of their arrival back
at the beer-van sweating, breathless and often
cursing Hashmen are transformed into joking,

grinning, chatty fellows full of noisy camara
derie. After an appropriate period of thirstslaking around the beer-van which is known as
“ON”, those who feel like it move on to a suit
able eating establishment (i.e. one from which
they are not banned) and enjoy a traditional
“hash” meal, usually curry. This period is
known as the “ON-ON”. At a very much later
hour, (so I have been told), those who still feel
sufficiently sporting or athletic move on to
further palaces of pleasure, of which there are
still quite a fe in Hong Kong, and this period
is known as the “ON-ON-ON”.
All of the above is slightly “tongue-in-cheek”
as in fact most, if not all, of the people who run
on the Hash look upon it as a very enjoyable
and highly sociable way of maintaining a bit of
physical fitness. As stressed many times to
those few ‘nasties’ who shove their way past on
a path about 2 feet wide with a drop of 200 ft.
on one side, the Hash is not a race. The general
motto is “do as much as you feel you can” and
we haven’t had any heart failures yet, at least
not among the runners. Onlookers, though,
have had quite a few shocks at times!
The Hash is certainly not peculiar to Hong
Kong and several Hashes are to be found,
throughout South-East Asia and, to a lesser
extent, in other parts of the world. The first
Hash, in fact, was founded in Kuala Lumpur, in
Malaya, in 1938 when a group of three
expatriates, finding themselves getting steadily
fatter and more and more unfit as the easy life
of that period continued, took to doing a
weekly canter around the “padang” or sports
ground in the centre of the city. Determined
not to miss out on a bit of potential extra
business, a local Chinese merchant, spotting the
perspiring trio as they struggled through their
new-found exercise, intercepted them as they
finished their run with a tray of ice-cold beer
which was disposed of with appropriate gusto
and this became a feature of all the subsequent
runs! The group, collecting a few more
interested parties as they continued, also took
to retiring after the run and the beer to a local
“kedai-makan” or eating-shop known as “The
Hash House” and hence the name of the Hash
House Harriers was adopted in those early days.
Although interrupted by the War between
1940 and 1945, the spirit of the Hash did not

die and Hashing was progressively resumed with
the return of peace to the Far East area. The
oldest recognised Hash group is the Kuala
Lumpur Hash which, in 1973, celebrated its
lSOOth run. Quite a number of other Hashes
flourish in several parts of Malaysia and Borneo
including the Brunei Hash on which several
S.W.K. personnel have run, or at least drunk, on
a number of occasions. An interesting feature
of Asian Hashes, nowadays, is that although the
rather eccentric conception of the Hash House
Harriers attracted only the more eccentric
expatriates in those far distant areas of the
Empire in the old days, the tradition has been
carried on, particularly in Malaya, by the
Malaysians themselves, Chinese, Malays and
Indians who have even adapted the British style
jokes appearing in the weekly newsletters to
suit the local sense of humour.
Getting back to Hong Kong, H4 is a young
Hash, as Hashes go, having been formed only in
1970 but many of the members, like myself,
have run on other Hashes before coming to
Hong Kong so the devious tricks picked up in
other parts are used to full advantage to avoid
making the run any harder than it has to be.
Although I have only mentioned the Hong
Kong Hash House Harriers so far, there are, in
fact, no less than three Hashes operating in the
Colony H4 running on Hong Kong Island, the
Kowloon Hash running on the mainland and
the Ladies’ Hash which also runs on Hong Kong
Island but on Tuesday evenings. Contrary to
what one might expect to find in such a
bustling city, there is some excellent running
country both on the Island and in the New
Territories within 15-20 minutes of the busiest
areas around the Harbour and there one can
find many quite beautiful woodland trails that
are virtually deserted, at least during the week.
Most Hashmen would agree that many of the
breathless uphill grinds are rewarded by even
more breath-taking views at the top, parti
cularly if the sunset is a good one.
Because of the large number of Hashmen
from other Hashes now running in Hong Kong
and the regular contacts with visiting Hashmen,
the reiminiscences shuttled around after each
run cover a very large area geographically. We
hear, for instance, the latest tales from Tokyo,
a fairly new city on the Hash map, where
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more than shaped logs about ten feet long by a
foot wide, but very manoeuvrable. They
escorted us for a while much impressed by our
“fine boat” and pointed out the deeper parts of
the river. Having seen us past their fishnets they
turned back with the assurance that Tanodumasi
was not far.
Gradually the river got deeper, and the
obstacles less frequent. Again we had lost all
sense of distance or direction and so it was very
comforting to meet a conoeist from Tanodumasi.
He said that there were no more “big sticks”
across the river and although untrue, this
cheered us up considerably. We were now able
to increase speed as we were no longer afraid of
running out of petrol and at about 6.00 p.m.,
just as it was beginning to get dark we rounded

a bend to see fires on the shore at Tanodumasi.
The whole village turned out to welcome us and
carry the boat up to the truck. We were so
exhausted we just stood and watched, and then
allowed ourselves to be escorted to the Chief’s
house for a reviving beer it has never tasted
so good.
The report on the new road was published in
March and in the small print I discovered the
following sentence “An inspection by boat
along the river (Tano) from Nobekaw to Tano
dumasi; confirmed that there should be little
One
difficulty in finding a bridge site
wonders if the reader fully appreciated the
effort behind those words.
Kim Candler
—

FLATFOOTED, FAT AND FORTY?
Few engineers in Hong Kong and even fewer
elsewhere will realise that in this Crown Colony
there exists a dedicated band of men, who each
Monday evening, come rain, hail or typhoon,
roam the hills, highways, bridges, reservoirs,
earth slopes, drains and even sewers of Hong
Kong checking here, there and, indeed, every
where as is clearly demonstrated to all by their
frequent calls of “checking” to one another as
they clamber over bridge parapets and dis
appear into culverts.
Those who hear this oft-repeated cry might
wonder at such dedication directed apparently
to ensuring the safety of the Colony’s 4 million
inhabitants from any potential civil engineering
disaster. Their wonder would be misdirected
however, for what they hear are not the bellows
of a band of budding Brunels intent on
checking, during their leisure hours, that all is
well with things engineering but the howls of
a horde of horrible hairy hooligans known as
the Hong Kong Hash House Harriers, “H4”
for the sake of brevity. What the “hounds”
check for, and sometimes even find are trails
laid in chalk and flour over assorted engineering
masterpieces interspersed with long stretches of
open country. The trails are laid a little earlier
in the day by the “hare” or “hares” who set
out to lead the “hounds” a merry dance up hili
and down dale, incorporating false trails and

“checks” at times in order to strike a balance
between the disgusting athletic achievements of
the younger Hashmen and the determined
plodding of Hash veterans like myself! If laid
with some degree of wisdom, which rarely
happens, the run should last approximately one
hour and, depending on the skill or sheer luck
of the hares, the whole ‘pack’, as it called,
should arrive back at the starting point with not
more than 10 minutes elapsing between the
arrival of the 1st and last runners. To my own
knowledge, one run lasted 2½ hours, for the
fastest runner, and the last man staggered in
after 4 hours!
What, one might ask, is the purpose of this
mad, athletic-type, folly which in Hong Kong
encourages a motley crew of some 50 men of
all shapes, sizes and certainly ages to run, walk
and occasionally crawl over what appears to be
a Commando Training Obstacle Course for an
hour or more every Monday evening? Answer
one would get from most Hashmen and
possibly from quite a few of their critics would
be “to get back to the beer” because that is
what is waiting in large quantities at the finish
point, stacked up in a van which also turns out
weekly for every run.
Within 5 or 10 minutes of their arrival back
at the beer-van sweating, breathless and often
cursing Hashmen are transformed into joking,

grinning, chatty fellows full of noisy camara
derie. After an appropriate period of thirstslaking around the beer-van which is known as
“ON”, those who feel like it move on to a suit
able eating establishment (i.e. one from which
they are not banned) and enjoy a traditional
“hash” meal, usually curry. This period is
known as the “ON-ON”. At a very much later
hour, (so I have been told), those who still feel
sufficiently sporting or athletic move on to
further palaces of pleasure, of which there are
still quite a fe in Hong Kong, and this period
is known as the “ON-ON-ON”.
All of the above is slightly “tongue-in-cheek”
as in fact most, if not all, of the people who run
on the Hash look upon it as a very enjoyable
and highly sociable way of maintaining a bit of
physical fitness. As stressed many times to
those few ‘nasties’ who shove their way past on
a path about 2 feet wide with a drop of 200 ft.
on one side, the Hash is not a race. The general
motto is “do as much as you feel you can” and
we haven’t had any heart failures yet, at least
not among the runners. Onlookers, though,
have had quite a few shocks at times!
The Hash is certainly not peculiar to Hong
Kong and several Hashes are to be found,
throughout South-East Asia and, to a lesser
extent, in other parts of the world. The first
Hash, in fact, was founded in Kuala Lumpur, in
Malaya, in 1938 when a group of three
expatriates, finding themselves getting steadily
fatter and more and more unfit as the easy life
of that period continued, took to doing a
weekly canter around the “padang” or sports
ground in the centre of the city. Determined
not to miss out on a bit of potential extra
business, a local Chinese merchant, spotting the
perspiring trio as they struggled through their
new-found exercise, intercepted them as they
finished their run with a tray of ice-cold beer
which was disposed of with appropriate gusto
and this became a feature of all the subsequent
runs! The group, collecting a few more
interested parties as they continued, also took
to retiring after the run and the beer to a local
“kedai-makan” or eating-shop known as “The
Hash House” and hence the name of the Hash
House Harriers was adopted in those early days.
Although interrupted by the War between
1940 and 1945, the spirit of the Hash did not

die and Hashing was progressively resumed with
the return of peace to the Far East area. The
oldest recognised Hash group is the Kuala
Lumpur Hash which, in 1973, celebrated its
lSOOth run. Quite a number of other Hashes
flourish in several parts of Malaysia and Borneo
including the Brunei Hash on which several
S.W.K. personnel have run, or at least drunk, on
a number of occasions. An interesting feature
of Asian Hashes, nowadays, is that although the
rather eccentric conception of the Hash House
Harriers attracted only the more eccentric
expatriates in those far distant areas of the
Empire in the old days, the tradition has been
carried on, particularly in Malaya, by the
Malaysians themselves, Chinese, Malays and
Indians who have even adapted the British style
jokes appearing in the weekly newsletters to
suit the local sense of humour.
Getting back to Hong Kong, H4 is a young
Hash, as Hashes go, having been formed only in
1970 but many of the members, like myself,
have run on other Hashes before coming to
Hong Kong so the devious tricks picked up in
other parts are used to full advantage to avoid
making the run any harder than it has to be.
Although I have only mentioned the Hong
Kong Hash House Harriers so far, there are, in
fact, no less than three Hashes operating in the
Colony H4 running on Hong Kong Island, the
Kowloon Hash running on the mainland and
the Ladies’ Hash which also runs on Hong Kong
Island but on Tuesday evenings. Contrary to
what one might expect to find in such a
bustling city, there is some excellent running
country both on the Island and in the New
Territories within 15-20 minutes of the busiest
areas around the Harbour and there one can
find many quite beautiful woodland trails that
are virtually deserted, at least during the week.
Most Hashmen would agree that many of the
breathless uphill grinds are rewarded by even
more breath-taking views at the top, parti
cularly if the sunset is a good one.
Because of the large number of Hashmen
from other Hashes now running in Hong Kong
and the regular contacts with visiting Hashmen,
the reiminiscences shuttled around after each
run cover a very large area geographically. We
hear, for instance, the latest tales from Tokyo,
a fairly new city on the Hash map, where
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house-proud Japanese housewives conscien
tiously sweep up the little mounds of flour out
side their doors the moment the hares have run
by thus eliminating the trail for the following
hounds, causing massive confusion in an already
confused city. Taiwan has a Hash consisting
mainly of expatriate Americans, thus their
group is known as a “Chapter”. Manila, too, has
a thriving Hash population and for some
unknown reason is much sought after as a
destination for touring Hashes from other parts.
Australia has about 8 Hashes in all and most of
their visitors are recognisable by their T-shirts,
usually emblazoned with some pointed and
elsewhere unprintable comment about “Poms”.
The Hash in Ipoh, Malaysia, achieved world
wide fame some years ago by uncovering a
communist terrorist hide-out during one of its
jungle runs while Singapore, my old Hashing
area, was well known for the number of runs
which involved unexpected “swimming”
sections least expected, of course, by those who
could not swim! Out in the deserts of the
Middle East one will find the Bahrain Hash who
drive courageously out into the sand dunes
once a week for the traditional hour long ritual.
Apparently they don’t have to set a new run
the wind changes the terrain
each week
instead! In Iran, a very new group has emerged
in the shape of the Isfahan Hash founded by a
former colleague and friend now building
power stations there. Surely the most unusual is
the Annapurna Hash founded by a former
Penang Hashman, now in Hong Kong, who led
2 runs above the 9,000 ft. level whilst on a
climbing expedition in the Himalayas. That
particular Hash does not meet weekly! Of more
interest perhaps to U.K. based S.W.K. people
reading this article is the Surrey Hash which
runs on Sunday mornings and which, presum
ably in the absence of a beer-van, gathers after
wards at the appropriate “local”.
A recent “first” for the Hong Kong Harriers
was a run which led eventually into the Colony’s
recently opened Ocean Park Complex. With the
co-operation of the very helpful Park manage
ment the Hash found itself heading rapidly out
to the end of a long promontory on the south
side of Hong Kong Island happily encased in
the cable cars which are normally used to
transport visitors within the Park. Of course, it
—

was a one-way trip only and with the submarine
chuckles and jeers of the dolphins and seals
ringing in our ears we set off on the long-and
only-way back, on foot.
Since the Hash generally operates in territory
less frequently traversed by the more sane
section of the population it does tend to come
across the unexpected such as the body we
found hanging on a tree on one occasion of
considerable assistance to the Police “Missing
Persons” Bureau. On another occasion we were
able to reassure the Agriculture and Fisheries
Department of the continued existance of
cobras on Hong Kong Island when one of our
Hashmen became entangled with one whilst
running in one of the reservoir areas.
The Hash network extends world-wide in the
1970’s and during the latest census, prepared
by one of the few Hashmen who could count
beyond 10, no less than 60 Hashes were
recorded, more than half of that number being
located in South-East Asia, the remainder being
spread around the world in places like Cyprus,
Fiji, Kenya, Solomon Islands, Little Rock,
U.S.A., and rather unexpectedly, Yugoslavia,
to mention only a few. Against a background of
traditional “bonhomie” akin to that known
throughout the Rugby Football world, touring
Hashman can be assured of a warm welcome
and even a warm bed in most Hash cities they
visit. After all persons whom one might have
followed earlier on a run through a pig-sty are
unlikely to be the most fastidious of hosts or
house-guests!
So there it is, the Hash in a nut-shell, which
most Hash observers would agree is a very
appropriate shell for the Hash to be in, and if
any of you on reading this article are suitably
inspired to try this amazing sport remember the
“If
motto adopted by the Hong Kong Hash
you’ve half a mind to join the Hash thats all
you need!”
ON ON
Craig Sim
—

—

—

SAGA OF A RESIDENT ENGINEER
And it came to pass that the people cried
out because they had no place to live, and they
said “Give us shelter, lest the colours of our
living pictures be decayed by the rains as we
watch them”. And the chief of the rulers, who
was a good man, called his knights unto him
and told them to give houses to the people.
And the knights fell on the ground before him,
and wept, and cried “Sire, we have houses to
give the people, but there is nowhere to lay
them”. And the Chief Ruler went out, and saw
there was no place
and verily it was true
only mountains and seas. And he said “Then we
shall use the arena where the horses chase each
other”. And the knights turned pale and cried
out that the people would rise up and over
throw them, because these places were holy
unto the people, for they shouted and made
great offerings there on the appointed days of
the week.
So the Chief Ruler pondered, and he was
afraid, because his own house was very large,
and had many rooms which were not filled.
Then came to him an aged knight who told him
of a race of beings from far away who could
make land where there was none, and who
could cause mountains to disappear. And the
leader of these people was Lord Scottwilson
kirkpatrick, and he lived in a far place of which
many had heard, but no man who came from
there ever returned, because, it was said, the
place was haunted by the spirits of those who
had perished there during their labours.
And the Chief Ruler was awed, and said
“Truly a man with such a name must be able to
do all things”, and he sent messengers with fine
offerings to the foreign lord, and the offerings
were accepted, and his elders came to visit the
Chief Ruler. And when they knew his wishes,
they turned one to another and rubbed their
hands together, (though it was not cold), and
lights came from their eyes.
Then with one accord they turned to the
Chief Ruler and the eldest elder amongst them,
who was a very wise man, said “Sire, what you
seek is difficult, but our people have the
knowledge of the earth, and even some of the
things under the earth. We shall come and we
shall dwell among you, and we shall work
—

—

wonders, and you will marvel. And in return,
you shall make offerings to us so that we may
please our gods, for they are hungry, and shall
be appeased every new moon”. And so it was
agreed.
In the days that followed a multitude of the
foreign beings came, and they brought with
them their womenfolk and their young, and
many casks filled with precious things.
And they sat together and drew pictures,
and made magic signs, and many were the
speeches and great was the writing. And when
all was decided they destroyed the pictures and
spoke further and made new images. But the
mountains did not disappear, and the seas
remained empty, and the people muttered
amongst themselves, and cursed them.
And so, one day, one of the foreign elders
cried out and said “We alone cannot do these
things which they ask, but we dare not flee,
because our gods shall have their offerings, or
their wrath will be upon us. We shall appoint a
man, a brave and true man, and he shall go into
the wild places, and he shall find the wildest of
the wild places, and he shall reside there, and he
shall watch and tell us if the mountains are
falling and if the seas will move to one side.”
And the being who was appointed to appoint
other beings fell on his face, for although he
could speak till all men fell asleep, he knew not
where to find such a man. And the elders shook
their heads, and pulled their beards and sighed,
for there was not a man amongst them who
would dare to watch in such places. For they
knew that the wildest of wild places was
surrounded by sea, and had many mountains,
and was inhabited by many dragons, and there
were no womenfolk there, so dreadful was the
place.
But then they remembered a man from a
northern tribe, who had worked among them,
but now no more, and he had dwelled in such
places before, and was not afraid. So they
reasoned amongst themselves that they would
send this man to watch, for he was not of their
tribe, and they would not grieve him if the
dragons smote him. And they reasoned further
that this man could increase their riches many
fold, because his tribe had the knowledge to
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house-proud Japanese housewives conscien
tiously sweep up the little mounds of flour out
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the wind changes the terrain
each week
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former colleague and friend now building
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2 runs above the 9,000 ft. level whilst on a
climbing expedition in the Himalayas. That
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reading this article is the Surrey Hash which
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co-operation of the very helpful Park manage
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—

was a one-way trip only and with the submarine
chuckles and jeers of the dolphins and seals
ringing in our ears we set off on the long-and
only-way back, on foot.
Since the Hash generally operates in territory
less frequently traversed by the more sane
section of the population it does tend to come
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found hanging on a tree on one occasion of
considerable assistance to the Police “Missing
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Department of the continued existance of
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Hashman can be assured of a warm welcome
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unlikely to be the most fastidious of hosts or
house-guests!
So there it is, the Hash in a nut-shell, which
most Hash observers would agree is a very
appropriate shell for the Hash to be in, and if
any of you on reading this article are suitably
inspired to try this amazing sport remember the
“If
motto adopted by the Hong Kong Hash
you’ve half a mind to join the Hash thats all
you need!”
ON ON
Craig Sim
—

—

—

SAGA OF A RESIDENT ENGINEER
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find the riches which are buried under the seas.
So they sent offerings to him, and he came, and
he was not afraid, and he went to the wildest
of wild places and he watched. The name of the
place was Tsing Yi, and all of the people
trembled when the heard it, because it was a
terrible place.
And then it happened that the eldest elder
and the senior elders and the middle elders and
the junior elders called upon him to reveal to
them what he saw, but he saw nothing. And he
cried aloud and said “Nothing will move
because I have no slaves, for without slaves can
nothing be watched.” And the elders gnashed
their teeth and smote their breasts and
chastised him, and they sent him messages
(because they were afraid to go themselves to
that place) saying “We cannot find slaves to
work under you. But slaves you need not, for
we shall show you a magic whereby all things
may be done.” And they sent him a form of
writing, and it was long and he marvelled. At
the end, when the writing was completed,
should he cause his name to be inscribed so that
all men might know who had published such a
work, and at the head of the writing, standing
above all else should numbers be made. And
these numbers would make the magic, for they
would show from which book of knowledge his
writings came. So he wrote many numbers, and
there was power in his numbers, and the elders
rejoiced.

And so it came to pass that because of the
numbers the mountains fell down, and the seas
moved-back, and seeds were planted and houses
sprang out. And they were nurtured and grew
tall, and all the people marvelled. So he
watched, and made numbers, and told them
what he saw, and the elders were glad and blew
trumpets and feasted. And their gods were
happy too, because great were the offerings at
each new moon, and the knights were filled
with joy, and praised one another because of
the wonderful things they had done. And even
the Chief Ruler was pleased, although this was
not his custom, and he sent out an order
throughout the land that more miracles be
wrought. And so it came to pass, that more
pictures were drawn, and more scribes wrote
more numbers. And still he watched.
And while their mountains became flat, and
their seas became dry, the dragons were dis
pleased. But they watched, and they waited, for
they knew that their time would come.

Andrew Fraser

(Andrew Fraser is Resident Engineer, Tsing Yi
Development, part of Tsuen Wan New Town,
Hong Kong.)

UGANDA REMEMBERED
The Uganda I knew twenty or more years
ago was a land of milk and honey compared to
its present state of upheaval. The odd cattle
raid, drunken brawls, marital conflicts, all were
sorted out and dealt with impartially by
District Officers and Chiefs.
Prisons held no terrors. “They were known
as “King George’s hotels”.
The prisoners were marched out in the early
morning by a couple of warders with guns I
doubt that they were loaded to repair roads
and any other job that came within their cap
abilities. Then they were marched back at
sundown into the prison for their evening meal
and the prison door was firmly shut and bolted.
At one prison in the middle of the night the
warder heard a timorous knocking at the door.
He took no notice but it still went on, louder
this time, so he thought he’d better investigate.
Outside was sitting a very disconsolate prisoner
waiting to be admitted. Somehow or other he’d
been missed out of the roll call. Careless
counting no doubt but he missed the comfort
of “King George’s hotel” and was demanding
his rights.
Many cases of theft were dealt with by
Chiefs who showed a great knowledge of
psychology. Salt, years ago in a remote area of
Uganda, Idigezi, was a rare commodity and
Africans used to make journeys into the Belgian
Congo
as it then was
to the Ruanda Salt
Mines and came back with round balls of salt.

One story goes of a group of Africans returning
with their salt, on which they hoped to make a
profit, who had to take refuge in a hut during a
torrential downpour. Next day three of the
group turned up at their village saying that in
the night thieves had broken into the hut,
murdered two of their comrades, and stolen the
salt. They had managed to get away in the
darkness.
The Chief took command and ordered his
head man to round up all suspect men in the
village. Twelve were rounded up. They were
ordered to build 12 temporary huts of grass.
Each suspect was then given a stick each
exactly the same length. He then ordered the
12 men to be shut up, one to a hut, each with
his piece of stick, and they were told they were
when
to remain in darkness for one hour
they came out the guilty men or man would
find that their sticks had grown.
At the end of an hour they were released
and three men were found with their pieces of
sticks longer than the others.
These were the three men who reported the
theft.
Rough justice no doubt, but the Chief knew
the superstitious nature of his people and he’d
carefully planted in each of the other huts a
sharp instrument capable of whittling away the
sticks.
Judith Woods

(continued from page 12)
earthquakes and underground explosions, piled
off-shore structures and reinforced earth. A
series of tests has been conducted on tunnels in
sands and a programme has recently com
menced on testing tunnels in clays under
various conditions. During a tunnel test on the
centrifuge, at 100 g the compressed air pressure
supporting the tunnel is reduced in stages and
the accompanying soil deformations are
monitored at every stage of the test by means
of high speed photography. In this way, the
critical compressed air pressure required to
maintain the ground movements at an accept
able level can be determined and the ultimate
collapse behaviour of the tunnel can also be
studied. It is hoped to obtain large samples
of soil from a variety of tunnelling sites with a
view to centrifuge tests leading to the develop-

ment of rational methods of assessing tunnel
stability.
What of the future? Outside the U.S.S.R.,
centrifuge testing started in the U.K. and now
France and Denmark have commissioned their
own centrifuges. In the U.S.A., centrifuges have
up to now been confined to studying such
difficulties faced by Apollo spacemen as eating
fried eggs upside down at 10 g but some of
their centrifuges are likely to be converted for
geotechnical use in the near future. Bigger and
better centrifuges are being planned for the
U.K. but selecting a suitable site is proving
difficult. Ideally an underground circular struc
ture is needed
perhaps the lower
levels of Bloomsbury Square Car Park?

—

—

—

Q.
How do you confuse an Irishman?
A.
Lean two shovels against a wall and tell him to
take his pick.
(With apologies to Messrs. Elliott and Lindsay!)

—

‘

—
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‘LISH’ IN EAST AFRICA
To visit Kenya, especially at the start of
one’s retirement, was indeed a wonderful
experience, and I thought perhaps I could share
some of it with you.
Nairobi is a spacious modern international
city with broad boulevards and high buildings,
many of which are most attractive and make an
dnusual skyline. Everywhere there are trees and
the residential outskirts are in parklike sur
roundings with trees and flowers.
During my visit Pam Vulliamy and I went on
a safari to the Game Parks. This took us to the
Serengeti Plains, Lake Manyara National Park
and the Amboseli Game Park. We must have
travelled hundreds of miles in the seven days we
spent there, and we saw a great variety of
scenery, vegetation and game. In the Serengeti
Park there are great herds of zebra, wildebeest,
Grant’s and Thomson’s gazelles, buffalo and
many others. There are giraffe peering over the
acacia trees and lions and cheetahs are to be
seen stalking their prey, with of course, the
other “hangers-on”, the hyena and the jackal.
One cannot help but marvel at the camouflage
nature provides, for sometimes it takes quite a
bit of looking to see the various animals against
the vegetation. While we were in the Serengeti
Park we were thrilled to see the migration of
the wildebeest, lines and lines of them as far as
you could see. Again, one of nature’s marvels
as to how they all know when to assemble for
the journey.
In Lake Manyara Park, there are various
types of scenery ranging from rain forest and
grasslands to marshlands. Here we saw elephant,
monkeys and many antelope. In the poois
hippos bask during the day looking for all the
world like boulders in the water until you see
the flick of their small ears. However, quite the
most extraordinary sight in this Park is the lions
resting in the trees. No one seems to know for
certain why they spend so much time there,
and I must say they don’t look all that
comfortable.
Of course, in all this wealth of creatures,
there are also the birds, butterflies and repfiles.
There are ostrich and the beautiful flamingo.
The trees too are interesting, like the strange
“sausage tree”, so-called because of its brig
sausage-like fruit, and the baobab tree which

certainly looks as if it is upside down.
Another fascinating trip was to the Olduvai
Gorge, where, in 1959, Mrs. Leakey discovered
the human skull said to date back 1% million
years.
The Ngorongoro Crater is reached through
lush hilly country. This crater is the largest
volcanic crater in the world. It is 2,000 ft. to
floor of the crater where there is all kinds of
game. It is quite something to view the vastness
of this crater from the Wild Life Lodge at its
rim.
We stopped in Arusha for lunch before
setting off to the beautiful Momella Lakes.
There are seven of these lakes in very grand
scenery with Mount Meru as a backcloth. The
next day we nearly didn’t get into the Amboseli
Park because of a storm, but we eventually
made it. The snow-capped peak of Kiimanjaro,
though in Tanzania, is visible from this Park;
however, most of the time it was shrouded in
cloud.
I spent a few days in Mombasa, a busy city
and port, with African, Arab, European and
Asian cultures. Fort Jesus, built by the
Portuguese in the 16th century to guard the
coast of East Africa, stands near the old city.
There are beautiful beaches north and south of
the town with their palm-fringed coral sands by
the Indian Ocean, and most attractive tourist
hotels. To the south-west of Mombasa is the
Shimba Hills Game Reserve, and it is the only
place in Kenya in which to see the sable
antelope. A signpost showing the road to Tanga
brought back memories of Guthlac Wilson and
his wife who are buried there.
At lunch on my last day Willie Scott joined
us from Malawi and Phil Green from Basingstoke via Botswana; this reminded me of the
wide scope of SWK’s activities, and then for
good measure on the flight home I passed over
Malakal in the Sudan!
Having been associated with the overseas
offices for so long it was a great thrill to travel
to Kenya and to see for myself an overseas
office and its surroundings, and to meet so
many friends there. I thank them all most
sincerely for their kindness to me and for
making my stay with them such a happy one.
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CLUB NOTES FROM BASINGSTOKE
BADMINTON CLUB
I am pleased to say that the latest edition of
Pontifact has been timed with fine precision,
with the deadline for club news coming
precisely at the end of the Badminton Season.
This gives me the opportunity to report on two
very active seasons.
It is very gratifying to report that Badmin
ton in Basingstoke is positively booming.
Despite the constant flow of people from the
office to site and overseas we have maintained
a steady contingent of some twenty or more
regular players throughout the last two seasons.
This number has been greatly exceeded (some
times embarrassingly so) when our annual inter
section competition has been in full swing.
Last season we managed to field 13 mixed
a splendid effort for
pairs and 18 mens pairs
our size of firm. As before wives and husbands
of staff were encouraged to enter which had the
principal effect of increasing our mixed doubles
entry.
The eventual winners of the mixed trophies
were Anne Sawyer and Neil Ranford from the
Accounts Section who beat Geoff French and
Jill Brunskill from Planning in a well contested
fmal.
In the men’s event Geoff partnered Brian
Dixon, also from Planning, and beat Graham
Walker and David Wiffiams, Bridges Section, in
great style.
The trophies were presented between rounds
at our end of season social held at the White
Hart, Basingstoke.
This season started with the usual hard core
enthusiasts numbering about fifteen but the
news of the entertainment to be had at the
Basingstoke Sports Centre on Tuesday evenings
obviously spread rapidly and by the third week
our number had risen to thirty five. This
stretched the resources somewhat. However
with the acquisition of an extra court and a
slight drop in numbers it was possible to play
for the remainder of the season without having
to dive into the crowd to retrieve a good length
clear.
From our regular members I must give a
mention to Jim Ambridge and Steve Oliver who
with their respective wives hardly missed a week
—

all season. Some of our other regulars were Ken
Locke, Martin New and Roy Hazell from the
Draughting Section and Julie D’Arcy, who
regularly swopped her telephone for a bad
minton racket with devastating effect. Roy
Hazell also had the distinction of being the only
player to play most of his games stretched full
length on the court. He will be one hell of a
player when he learns to do it standing up.
A noted returned to the badminton scene in
the second half of the season was Norman
Childs who many former members will
remember as one of our regulars at Swiss
Cottage. Norman returned in time to get in a
few practice games before we got down to the
serious business of our annual competitions.
Having despatched Brian Dixon to Nigeria
and convinced Geoff French and Jill Brunskill
that their postings to Hong Kong would
materialise before the finals, the field was wide
open for exploitation.
We again had a first class entry with a few
names better known for their squash and tennis
exploits. The first part of the competition was
played as an American Tournament. The mens
doubles event saw an upset early in the rounds
when one of the seeded pairs Neil Ranford and
Dave Johns. were beaten by Roy Hazell and
Ken Locke. Neil and Dave in their turn beat the
other seeded pairing of John Nutt and Roger
Doubal (Soils Section) which threw this section
wide open. The semi finalists finally emerged
when Roy and Ken beat John and Roger in a
very tense game (21-16).
In the second section things were a little
more orderly and the seeded pairs (David
Williams/Graham Walker and Jim Amb ridge!
Keith Barnett) reached the semi-finals.
David and Graham (Bridges) reached the
fmal by beating Neil and Dave (2 1-12) and Jim
and Keith (Structures) did likewise beating Roy
and Ken (21-15).
The final, as was to be expected, was a very
tense, close game with fortune swaying both
ways but finally David and Graham won 21-18.
The mixed doubles competition this year
was changed in order to find the best individual
lady and man mixed doubles player. This

entailed couples playing one game with their
partner and another with their opponents
partners and recording the respective scores.
This led to many bemused looks on the faces of
our lovely ladies for whom it seemed to be far
too complicated (male chauvinist). However, at
the end of the ‘American Section’ the four
finalists, Val Eckert, Margaret Williams, Neil
Ranford and David Wffliams, had emerged.
In the final David Wffliams won the men’s
trophy and Val Eckert just pipped Margaret
Williams by one point to take the ladies prize.
The season was rounded off with the
presentation of trophies at a very lively skittles
social at the Wheatsheaf Hotel, Dummer.
Guests of honour were our genial Staff Services
Manager, Maurice Johnson, and his wife Sue.

Having completed my resume of the last two
seasons I am afraid I have to end on a slightly
sad note. Since arriving in Basingstoke I have to
record the passing of the two club rackets, for
so long friends to newcomers to the sport. One
of these rackets, bearing the inscription in
brown dymo tape ‘SWKP’ came to its end as a
result of a broken shaft, the other regularly
kept in a press marked MGLindsay lost its head
whilst in the hands of one of our ladies. I am
sure many of our former members will wish to
mourn the passing of these two old friends and
perhaps might be moved sufficiently to send us
replacements to start our new season.
Finally it only remains for me to thank the
Partners for their support during the past two
seasons.
David Williams

(J.F. Lindsay, too, is sorry to learn of the
demise of his long-term loans to the Club in
Swiss Cottage days. So will his wife be when he
finds a suitable opportunity to break the sad

news. At last he can now truthfully answer her
regular question “Whatever happened to that
nice badminton racket I used to have?”)

SAILING CLUB
Yet again a new home has been found for
the Firm’s sailing dinghy. As last year, the boat
is sailed at Burfield Sailing Club, however, the
club has moved to Theale Water a short
distance west of BurfIeld.
The boat was used fairly often last year.

There is however still scope for greater use and
I would like to see some new members sailing
this year. If you have not sailed before some of
the Firm’s more experienced sailors would be
prepared to introduce you to the sport.
So come sailing!
Roy Goodman
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CRICKET
Who is this to open the bowling in the first
match of the season? It is that demon among
bowlers, ‘Keef’. Oh dear, it looks as though he
had either forgotten all he was taught about
bowling, or, it could be lack of practice. We will
give him the benefit of doubt and believe it was
the latter. Never mind ‘Keef’ better luck next
time. It appears your batting is better than your
bowling!
With the summer being as dry as it was we
were able to get a result in every match except
for one which we tied.
Results: Played 9 Won 5 Lost 3 Tied 1.
vs. Binnies (lost)
108 for 3
Binnies
97 for 8 (K. Hackney 24).
SWK
vs. Hook & Newnham (lost)
84 all out (K. Hackney 34).
SWK
85fr3.
Hook
vs. Berk House (won)
81 for 5 (P. Margesson 3 for
Berk Hse
18)
82 for 3 (C Holmes 42 n.o.)
SWK
vs. C. Sweett (tie)
96 for 8 (G. French 3 for 27,
C. Sweett
P. Margesson 3 for
30)
96for8 (A. Clarke 43)
SWK
vs. Wiggins Teape (lost)
92for5 (K. Hackney 44)
SWK
93 for 7 (P. Margesson 5 for
W. Teape
11)
vs. Franklin & Andrews (won)

67
(C. Holmes 37, A.
Scott 28)
48 all out (G. French 6 for 20,
Franklin
P. Margesson 2 for 4)
& Andrews
vs. New Inn (won)
134 all out (K. Hackney 27)
SWK
81 all out (P. callingham 3 for
N. Inn
3)
vs. R. Travers Morgan (won)
68for8
RTM
69 for 2 (B. Dixon 22 n.o.)
SWK
Ditton
C.C. (won)
Long
vs.
87 for 6 (B. Dixon 4 for 22)
L.D.C.C.
88 for 4 (D. Briggs 31)
SWK
(This is the first win we have had over Long
Ditton for many years)
SWK

105 for 6

1977 Season
The fixture list has just about been finalised
and the fist match is against Wiggins Teape on
8th June followed by the Presidents Match on
15th June.
Unfortunately we have lost a few more faces
G. French to
to the overseas partnerships
Hong Kong, B. Dixon and D. Faithing to
Africa.
All that remains is for me to wish everyone
summer on and off the cricket
successful
a
field. Let’s hope the sun shines like last year!
Peter Margesson
—

Averages:
Batting (3 or more innings)
Highest
Times
Average
Total
Score
not out
Innings
48.5
97
42n.o.
1
3
C. Holmes
25.0
150
44
6
K. Hackney
16.83
101
43
6
A. Clarke
15.25
61
31
1
5
D.Briggs
13.00
26
14
1
3
P. Margesson
12.50
50
12n.o.
3
7
P. Eckert
10.66
32
1
11
4
P. Callingham
9.50
57
21
6
K. Pullen
9.33
41
28
3
A. Scott
8.20
41
17
5
G. French
24
6.00
13
4
J.Sharpe
Also batted: K. Hasan, P. Bentall, J. Field, K. Locke, D. Farthing, B. Dixon.

S.W.K. F.C.
REPORT OF THE 1976/77 SEASON
“Who finished fourth in Division 4 of the
Basingstoke League?” Don’t worry if the
answer evades you because no one knows every
thing all of the time. To enlighten the less
ardent football followers it was S.W.K. F.C.
who completed their most successful season to
date in the aforementioned position.
The season started shakily with the lack of
bods, fitness and match practice outweighing
the basic enthusiasm which ran through the
team. It was the loss of these few early points
which thwarted the teams promotion effort.
As the season progressed the team gained in
stature and confidence grew. The team began
playing with aggression and determination laced
with the tinge of skill players can offer when
playing in a winning team. This new-found
energy culminated in an eight match period
without defeat in the league. In this period
seven points out of a possible twelve were taken
from the three teams to finish above SWK in
the league.
This undefeated run was cruelly terminated
by two consecutive defeats on particularly
bleak April Saturdays. The loss of those four
points saw the promotion chance slip tan
talisingly away. At the end of the season the
team was three points short of promotion.
The season also gave the team its most
successful cup run in the Basingstoke Junior B
Cup. This run was halted in a hard-fought,
often physical quarter final replay against a
Second Division team.
Below is shown the team and the end of
season position.

J Field

KJ Locke
(Ass Sec)
M P New J B Riding
(See)
(Captain)

S Brace
A Lawrence

D Thurston
R Swallows

G McIntosh

F Gelormini
D Nicholson
(Treasurer)

P
A Points
W D L F
20 10 5 5 58 39
25
At the end of the teams third season it may
be concluded that S.W.K. F.C. produce a rea
sonable standard of football. Each season has
brought an improved league position and next
season may carry the reward of promotion if
the improvement continues.
No individual players have been mentioned
in the report because all have played a signi
ficant role in the team’s successful season. Even
so it is customary to mention the season’s
award-winning players, who are:
PLAYER OF THE SEASON:
Dave Thurston
HIGHEST GOAL SCORER FOR THE
SEASON:
Steve Brace (13 Goals)
In addition Martin New deserves special
mention and thanks for being the club’s efficient
secretary and “open legged” substitute goal
keeper, the story behind that being worth a
report in itself.
John Riding

—

—

—

—

—

—

Bowling: (10 or more overs)
Wkts
Average
Runs
Maidens
Overs
6.86
7
48
4
19
P. Callingham
7.32
19
139
4
44
P. Margesson
8.00
11
88
1
20
G.French
9.33
3
28
3
12
DWeller
4
18.75
75
1
17
D.Briggs
102.00
1
102
2
20
K. Hackney
Also bowled: D. Nicholson, J. Sharpe, C. Holmes, A. Clarke, B. Dixon D. Kerkhoff.

CAMERA CLUB
On 10 February, the Club held its annual
‘Informal Open’ slide competition, for which
there were some 50 entries. Although the
attendance was disappointing, the ‘do-it
yourself’ judging resulted in very competent
comment and criticism, and the results were:—
1st David Smith Lake Minsourina, in the
Italian Dolomites.

2nd Roger Doubal Climbers on Mount Kenya.
3rd Roger Doubal Buffalo herd in Meru Park.
4th Cohn Smith Close-up of Red Admiral
Butterfly.

Cohn Smith
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GOLF 1976
Equalling the unparalleled success of the
1975 season we knew would be difficult and in
retrospect the results of the season confirmed
our worst fears. The season started well enough
when we won our opening match against Higgs
and Hill at Guildford; but, alas, we failed to
fulfil our early potential and I will employ
writer’s discretion in omitting the gory details
of the following three matches against Preece,
Cardew and Rider, Mott Hay and Anderson and
Sir Alexander Gibb save to say we lost. This
losing trend was partially halted when we met
Binnies in July and managed at last to win one
game and halve one game thereby drawing the
match. This partial success was short lived for
we lost our following match to Haicrows two
games to one. The final match of the season
was the Consultants’ day meeting which this
year was held at the Wentworth Club. The team
pitted their strength and skill against the
in famous “Burma Road” during the morning
but could only achieve indifferent Stableford
scores. Following a lunchtime meeting in the
19th hole the team emerged into the light of
the afternoon transformed and all three four
some pairs scored remarkably well. At last some
small success at the close of the season!
The Measor Mashie this year was held at
Basingstoke GC during July when twenty
golfers turned out on a beautiful summer’s

afternoon to tackle the course. “Civils Section”
swept the prize board winning the first four
places in the Stableford Competition, a reflec
tion I’m sure of the ability of the Section to
apply themselves to whatever challenges are
presented. Well done the lads and Isobel!
Regrettably our esteemed secretary William
Kemp left us during the season to seek
sanctuary (asylum?) with the Hong Kong
Partnership. I know our results were bad but
I’m sure that wasn’t necessary William!
We enjoyed an unforgettable summer during
which the sun shone continuously in cloudless
skies. Besides the old golfing stalwarts of
previous years we now have new blood coming
into the teams and golf in the Basingstoke
office is now a flourishing sport.
At the time of writing the 1977 season has
just started with our first meeting at Alton GC
where 13 SWK golfers turned out in traditional
torrential rain to greet the season and battle for
Stableford points in an informal competition.
Graham Walker, the golfing legend was the
eventual winner with 33 points and that may
fmally be the death of his infamous 24
handicap.
If success is at all a reflection of enthusiasm
then this new 1977 season will be an extremely
successful one.
Cohn Holmes

The tennis club revelled in the marvellous
weather of last summer, but the match results
were somewhat variable. We won our matches
against the A.A. and Sir Alexander Gibb and
Partners, but lost to both the Independent
Broadcasting Authority and Howard Humphries
and Sons.
The inter-section doubles competition
roused old rivalries, but many of the dozen
pairs that entered had to withdraw due to
overseas duties including the defending
champions, Peter Bentall and Robin Wheeler,

University or elsewhere who have not
responded to my previous exhortations or who
have recently arrived in the South East. Age is
immaterial as crews are non-status bearing, and
excellent boating facilities adjacent to the
Thames are available to us through the
generosity of Reading University.
As far as novice rowing is concerned, I am
always interested to hear from anyone who
wishes to give it a try.
Doug Ferguson

who seemed to be forever on the move. Thus
Roads Section’s hopes of a hat-trick of victories
were dashed. Instead the finalists turned out to
be Geoff French and Brian Dixon from
Planning and Jim Cocksedge and Tim Morton, a
composite team from Soils. Tim took over from
Roger Doubalwho had to leave for Nigeria just
before the final. This was held on the final
social evening and resulted in Planning ending
their highly successful run with a 6-2, 6-1
victory.
Andrew Scott

SQUASH
The duties of squash secretary were handed
over to me by Steve Dawson only in March of
this year. He was therefore responsible for
organising this season’s squash and I am sure
the squash members will join me in thanking
him for the hard work he put in. Altogether
eight matches were played with the following
results:
v Basingstoke Sports centre
LOST 1—4
v Sir Alexander Gibb & Partners WON 4—1
WON 4—1
v I.C.L.
WON 4—1
v S.E.R.C.U.
LOST 0—5
v Shell
v Metal Box
WON 4—1
v Camberley Squash Club
LOST 2—3
WON 3—2
v Basingstoke Sports Centre
This match record of won 5, lost 3 was
therefore a considerable improvement on that
of the previous season of won 1, lost 8.
Many players have continued to take
advantage of flexitime to play lunchtime
matches and the squash ladder has been reason
ably active throughout the winter months. The
top two positions have remained unchanged
with Peter Bentall still holding on to the top
rung and Mark Thomson just below. Rumour
—

ROWING
Since the last report, the Club has lost the
strong arms of Mike Heal and Brian Hughes.
This has left a sizable void in our nucleus of
experienced oarsmen. We have had invitations
to race from Howard Humphries and Sir
Alexander Gibb in Reading but unfortunately
we have not been able to raise a crew for the
occasion. Further afield MacDonalds of
Cambridge challenged us to a race.
There must be one or two people in the firm
who have experience of competitive rowing at
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has it that Mark is posting would-be chal
lengers overseas and in fact he has dispatched
three of the team members to Hong Kong
Steve Dawsôn, Geff
in the last two months
French and John Grey. There is therefore
plenty of room for new blood in the team and I
am hoping that this will produce some keen
competition on the ladder in the next few
months. I would also like to see new names on
the ladder, ladies included, as a slightly larger
number of players might perhaps make the
operation of mini-leagues within the ladder
viable.
It had been hoped to have a team in business
squash league operating in the Reading!
Bracknehl area from this autumn onwards but
unfortunately we were not voted in at the
league’s A.G.M. which was held recently.
Evidently nine other teams had also applied to
join and it was decided to restrict the catch
ment of the league to East Berks in order to
keep travelling of teams to a minimum. How
ever we do have offers of matches from several
of the firms involved and we look forward to
adding these to the friendly fixtures we already
have annually.
John Nutt
—
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GOLF 1976
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This has left a sizable void in our nucleus of
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months. I would also like to see new names on
the ladder, ladies included, as a slightly larger
number of players might perhaps make the
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viable.
It had been hoped to have a team in business
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Evidently nine other teams had also applied to
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STOP PRESS.
The Editor apologises for the length of time its taken to get Pontifact printed. The final hiccup
has just occurred having been rolled on by her large 16.2 hands horse (very careless), she is
now sporting a fractured left arm and left leg and is busy playing Ironside!
—

(Cartoons reproduced by kind permission of The Evening Standard.)
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